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· The ' study·. in~es'-t:-i&rated ~·he effect's of t'rrci .l~al'nlng styles on ~·~e ~<,.._ · ·· 
. ' ; ·_I 
· acqU:lstion of. EiCienceo proc·e~aes' 'and on stude~t preference for 1qarning 
. . . ' . 
style. The study also· investigated poscible 'intoractions ·or .certain 
. ~ . ' . ~ . . . . 
pe~sonn.li ty ~rai to (Extrave.l;'3ion, Ne~oticism, Dope~dency) and c;.oci_o- , 




·Two sets of activities talten from the Elementary S~~if:~~~ ~-.'7 . 
-Curriculwn Study (ESCS ~ course were arranged. in a' ~tructured: · '~nd. an 
·-· ~struct~ed lca:z:nlng styic a 'nd used .. in the :study. The 'essential ,.i · · 
· .. · . .... 
. . 
. \... " . ' .. dif~erence ·bet'l-~e.c~ these two styles involved the degree of t"e~~n~r;,: 
·. 
control ~nd directibn, 
• • t • \ ~ .. 
·I: 
· : Four graq~ six classes were selected fot-· the . main paft or 'th~ 
' '· • 0 
. . 
1'1 • ~ 
·· study. · This selection was done on the basis of no previous exposu:ce t·o 
a process science> course a:nd a suitable range of socioeconomic . status 




. - r . \ 
.. 
' . '\- . in' both sets of ac~ivities during the· two week period of .the experiment. j _, .. 
Personality ·an.d s~c1oeconomic .status lfe_!~.,aJ~essed by means of 
·...t~F'" ~ 
..... · ''• 
. standard instrurncn-t;s. -Student achievement of science processes and' · 1 ( ' ' ,; . 
· ~refej·· ~e for ' learning style .were determ~ne~ by investigator constructed · , . 
' . I . I 
.. !lnst !!ftts. . · ·. \ . .' ., ' 
p \ . . 
•· · The achievement scores were analyzed by mu~ tiple •linear 
""-' -~regression, controlling for . the effects of I,Q. and.pretes~ scores. 
The prefetence scores were trea.ted ·by chi-square analysis. : . . . . ,,. 
' ' . ~ ' . 
' . ., J . . • . . ·' ~ . ~ . ' .... ~ 
~he results indicated a preference ·for and SUP,erior' ac~c.~emen~ , . , 




·. this CQnclusion, ' An interact~on· of class and treatments for 'both' 
Houever·; . c~ut,.on must,; be exprcsse~ in drauing 
i-. 
I. • 
· . in the strlfctl,lred style. 
.' 
' 0 , ', 
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' , 
. achievement and prefcrenc~ 
, 
. . :\·· . 
. . ' . ~ . . . 
occurred,·with one class producl#g supe~ior 
' .'f··· . 
achievement in and prefere~ce ! !~)'·' for the unstructured mode I ·It is 
,;. I 
suggE:sted that this ~nt'era:ction invo'ived a J;J.Wnber of factors ·, some of . 
( . . " 
which' were not invcstir;a toed in this study. 
' . . 
' 
. ' 
Th~ r~sults indic~ted a 
signific~nt interaction of neuroticism and ~reatmont. with.respcct to 
' 0 • - .. • 
.r achievement, · rfo other significant ~interaction'~ot t <he per:;ona11 ty 
. . . ·. . . l i . . ~ 
variables or socioeconomic status lilth ~he learnip~ styies. _occJti-~d.· 
' • ' I 'I ' • • ' ' • I' 
It is suggested that ~'the structurcq style fa..voring the more neurotic ... · 
. -
.J ' 'I ' "' • ,l, 
. . . 
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~ ' '~ ' 0 , I I 1 ' ... (.:; ' ' ' ~ · The \ttl tbr wisheS-t..~_cxp?=ess his apprecia. tlori to. all,·· in ell vi duals · 
I ' ' ' "'",.~': . " ... •: . ;\.': • ' ' 
WhO ~de this ~ojec\ p05Sible, Wltn~ut CO~tinu~d SUppO~ ~nd CO-
\ . :· . ' 
operation· of many individuals this ' work W<>Uld. ,not ~vq . been a reality • . 
' ' I 
I J . ' , ' c;) I 't "" ~ • ' 
Thanlm .. ar~ ~xpresseli to tp_r prlnc.~,pa~ and . teachers· of st.~· _ 
. J~seph~ Elo~en~.;,ry Sc~o~l~. ·.Hind~o~. ~~d T·~ritlincatc c~~t~al -E~Ciilentar/' 
. . 
. School, THillingate' f ,or pernission to' interrupt nornal class activiti.cs 
• 0 
during the . cours~ of the experiment. 
I ~ ·, 
· .. 
.. ,• 
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• lb • - : 
~uperviscd the researcher during the proj~ct. Th.:nl:s are als<? cxpr~·sse~ 
to Dr. R .• l1. Rcis and Dr~ J .J, .Snl th for . their gany helpful suggeztions. 
Finally, the liri ter uiJpe):; .to ~acJ~ouledge the understanding and . I 
To ·his 
t 
uife, Jrleta, spec~a.l thanks are due· .for the rr.a.ny hou:r.s sptmt typing this 
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In recent years man.y· elemeJltary science programs · have been· 
j:.. . ~. . ~ ' . . 
de\\elo~e·d .wh!ch ~mphas1ze th~ Pt'o~esse~· ·of .sc~ence~. The .. fundamental 
" • ' 0 • •• I I f1 "... - ' 
·.assumption underly~ng' these courses is that science is · much more than ' 
. . . . ' 
., t • , ; ~ 0
0 
• 1 t , ' • l 
· a~re ·c'Ollection of facts which must be pro,duced when called. upon, ·· 
' . - ,.: . . .. . 
P;opon~n~s oi the· p:x::ocess ·approach n:aintain 't~t· y_oung children _mu~t be 
• ~ I • ~ - • 
introduced to _the basic skills and· .competencies of tho scientific 
• • ' ' I • o U ' ." 
' . . 
discipli~~ if assil!lila tion O.f\ scientific ~nf~rrta tion 1~ ·to be possible. 
-f. . . ' . , . . 
The Cor:unission on Science Education of the American Association s£or the 
. ' 
D ~· 't · "' 1 ' 
Advancencnt of s~~:nce (_1967) •dof~nes · those basi<? skills asa f 
(~) ob'serving,· (2) ~ommunicating tJ) prcdic~tn~ (4)'.me~ing (.?) inferring· 
. ·. I . . . . ·' . 
. (6) usih~ spaco-.ti!:le (7{ using 1:\.:!ithematica.l re~ations and (8) classify_ing, · 
More advanc.ed .skills include: ~) controll.ing ·variables ( 2) . experimenting 
• • • • D • ' • • : • ( Jf formulating hypotpcsos · ( 4) interpreting data ( ?) fo'r mulatii1'g models 
.. , 
and (&).defining operationally. · The expoc~ation . is that these ~.kills 
. will be · transferable to many disciplines and inde ed to mn.ny aspc9ts ·or 
. - . . . ~ . . . ... . . . i 
the student's lifo .. 
A science teacher· r.1ay assume. a role in 1-rhich he i s an exp<;>sitor 
of , know ledge . The s t"uq.ent' s responsi,bili ty in the lo. bora t9ry l i es in • . 
( • I . 
. . "' ~-- !"-' (•. 
' :followi~ng of. th~ instructions given b~ the ,!-~}!el.~.l . At th~ other ~x~re~e ,_ 
the. res ponsi biJ.QY, i s 01~ the,r s tudent· an_d the t eacher .trs.fUJ-:lCS the. ~ole of 
'•l ' ... f • ,' 0 1 t 
a @lide to l earning . Q The development of the above skllls ~1? c.ompotcncie s 
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rcquir~~- the students~~ b,3 act:ivcly . inv:ol~ed with ·manipulative :n3.tcrials. <. 
I •. • • . 
ln prosrams emph.~siz1ng process .ricicnce, children are pr·ovided with . 
'' ' • • ~ I 
' " I 
. s~itable ma_toria.1;; and with teac~cr guidance -the basic science 
-~ . 
· procen_::;' .skills are ·deve.loped, .Tho complex1 ty of · some of. the~e 
concepts and 
proaess s~llls 
~ ..  . 
·would s~ggcst '1:-{13-t S1,.fb.ptant1al teaCher· direction .is needed • . However, if 
. . ,. . . ' . 
\ . . .. . ·o~o ~ostulatos a _ parallc~ _b~tHeen th~ h?stor_ical levclo~r.;e.nt 'o.f ~~icnt.i:fic 'pro~~ · .. ; . 
ess~s and the psychological g;;01~th of the child, it is sugecstcd that 
• • • • .T • • . • • 
these ski~ls might develop na~urally if ·the child is provided 'with the 
/ appropr:-a~.e experlen~es • . The claim is that biowledge 1~ more v~luable 
:;f H is dincovered by the learner _rather ·than w~hen ~t is exponited by .· . 
the teacher·. One · can, however, argue that involve!Jent in scicntif'ic 
inve:Jti~~i~ns_ · ~ of.ten l~bei~e\d '~scove~· . ni_ght be a ·. 'na~ural' ·· w:y ·0~. - ... 
. 




learning cnv1rqnm•mt i~volvl'n_s little 'tcac~~r · directi~n. dis,covery 
learning and process lea'rning r.uy-be cons1d-erM ~quiivalcnt.. There is 
' '( . . ~ 
thus . ~ need to deterninc the degree_ of gtlida.nce or direction 1-ihich llill 
~ . ,. 
make 'the lixir.mm ii.Cqu-istion of· these. ·skilis possible, producing a . 
learnin5 environment which prevents student fr.ustra 't.ion and cr\.~r:t tes 4 . -
excitenent in. the 1:-arning process. 
~ 
. 
· . II • THE PROBLEH I < 
. \ ,. ' 
. ·· \ .;-· . 
..;; i • • 
. · -·~ . ' 
. . ,' ~ 
The F.:lcinc~tacy •. At. present a proccsG orien-ted sci.c:mce· courf:ie 
( ' . 
· Scienc'!_ .-Curricttl'\lm Stud:t, Gp:des 1-6, 
. . \ ·. 
. • - • • ,. l ' ·: ' 
1.n ·1970 exl~t;.s in SOI:le of the . schools in the province · Of Newfol,lndland. 
in_itlated ·by ~r.-' R_.K. Crqcl~cr 
" 
,. • . . ~ . . . '11. • • 
This c.purs~· is . taught- by "larious approac.hk . depsnd~n~ t~ '~me ext~nt o'f1 
. . ~ .. . 
h' • • 
u-· • 
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, . ~ . 
·: 7 
. ... ' ... 
' ' ' ~ ' • : • ~ ' • ' , .... ~ I ' 
. the individual teacher, This. study used 'sona modified activ:i ties taken . ·, 
. ' . ·-
..I .• ~ t , . •. t!l '..·- ·. . ~· 1·; 
.. from t~is c~urse .1? an .attempt to determ~!lo yhich· lcarn!ng approach : J'.o:: 
(st~l®\red . ·br -~st~~ctured) t-ras prqferr.§d ... by .student~ ·a~d .whi~·h .. "':>!i · ,.' ' : ~ . 
' ~pproa.ch. is m'orc · e~fect~ve. in the' acqu:fslti.on· of 'scientific processc~. d 
,.6' ' 
. . . . ...;,. .. '- . . 
In additionj the study invcstiga:~ed possible intcracti,ons betrreen, · certain 
• --~ . · . ·~ . : •. ·. a A . ..; . 
pe~s.onali :1:-Y varial?l6)'s· '( extraversi'On," nc';U'Oticisl:\1 _and . dcpendimcy), an.d . 
so~ioe~onQmic s~t~a .with t~e -treat,ments t~ aft;e~t ilchi8vc~n ":rid.·.' 








'• ·~ .. 
detailed ~ ~<~----:-- / Structured Approach JrCthis ap~ro~ch the s:f:.udent was given 
,, .. -
.. '- . 
.,. • l ' instructlon~ 'as t 'o hou td a~proach the problem, and ·hOl-1' he ·shoUld, . 
• • • • &:" • ,. I ~ ' ~I • 
· .. ·manipulate the apparatus in· order to help·achlf:)ve· ·his objec~ive~ 
.. • • 0 l 
'I ' •• 
, Q.uest~pn~ were -P9sed as the· activity progressed so a~ 'to focus the .•· 
·student's a.tt.ent1on, pn- ~ru~ial aspects of the -activ.ity. Tke' 'post-:-J 
. ' .... . . 
activitr ' discus~ion was cen~ered arokd. 'th~ specified c;uesti'(j'rls, and 
I . • . . 
whe:re th~ student • s ques~ions di verc;:d. f'rom those specified, the te~cher · 
' ' ' 
. · ' :re.ori~nt~d "the ~tudent' ~ discussion~ · .. I 
C> I , 
'4 
" . 
Unstructured' Approach In this approach .th~ student -uas presented, Hith 
. . 
! • Q 
the. purpose of the ac~ivity and _the necessary app'\ratus. However, he 
' ! 
I I. • • • ,. I ~ 
was not ~~qn th~ , metho~ or me~ns .9f achiev_i?g . the purp~s~, nor ~m.s he. .' 
gtv~n irtstructi~~s on how t~ man1~ulate th~ apwrat~s. · The· post:..activf ty 
' • . r , 
. 
discussion nas cor.:tpletely "determined by · t:he' . .-s~dont::. • questions, 
·- iif'o • • ·('.. . 
.; I ~ · , 0 ' \~~ • , I , 




Scientific Processe.s ': · A, series ·of act1 ~i ties ·or .operations perform~d b~ · • 
the· scientis.t in h~s atte~pt to un~cr~tand .nat~~e·. (Wel~.~. 1~6&\··. 
Crocker ( 1972) :gives the""fo~lo~ini' de~cr1pt1on_~ of . th~· '· . '. 
ll 
.• · ! 
~· ' . 








.. ~ '· 
. . '"' . .. 
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4 . l~ •· , .... "' 0 ·:W 
..,. , scientific pr:o6cssc"s •relevant to this s~ud .• 
Compa~ison 9f obj cts or events and with 
,. 
" af!{~ed up~n standards. 'Invol vcs use .of ,nu 1b?rs • rnea_surereent, · and use of 
~~:ftinl rc~·tio~ships~· ': u 
t.; .,~· '\-:;r: ts t 
· .. :. ~~ 2. Infcrrin(£: Theyrocpss of dra~ing conclusions based only 
irict(rectly on ob~ervation~ thn interprc:t.:l.tion of ob::>orvu.tionG. " 
' 
\. ' .... 
J. Controllinr, v~riables. The process of deciding what 
,. 0 
. . . . ~ ·~·· . ~" -.. 
I . 


















variables night influence the outcome of a partic~lar experiment and of 
J.:lol~ing _ n.ll varia~les co_nstant ·except those the inv:~tiga~or  
_manipula,e. The repr6ducibility of experimental results iepend~ on the 
abiltty to con~rol the proper variables, 
'· 
, I .. , ' 
·. · .. .. .'. · ··~ ~ ' '4. Interpreting data, . The technique of getting the most out of 
0 • 
. . 
. ., . "' . 
da:ta 'l>lithout overgen~~li~!ne and without loss of information iQherent 
in .the. data •. De~ice'i7~~~h' .. as graphs, . tables~ps, etc, which are 
.. • 
~ .. 
useful. in . CO!i'.nUnica tion' are als-o m'eans . of interpreting data I 
··'·l 
5. Exj?erir::~nting:. · The attempt to produce results ·by deliberately 
.. . ~ . 
• · e~tablishi~g conditions leading to particular observations. · Experimenting 
\ ' . 
. 5~,~/ .~ ' . . . . 
genQra'lly involves a conl?inatio~ pf sevcraa other processes. 
---:....__ J' '. ~ .... ... .. 
- -~ ·'~' ; . 
. . - ~)'',) 
The main purpose of ~he ·tidy nas to , explore the , cffC:!ct of 
" 
.. !!ipotheses 
• . I 
s :t.ructured ~l;ld unstructured trep.\.nent;;. >Jn tudent a_chievcnent of scic.nce 
........... .... . 
pro~esses and to. investigate the q.tfestion of which treatment was preferred 
. .. ~.. . 
4 .- · :-..., 
' by the ptuderi~~- · .· · Consequently the' tuo rnjor hypotheses o'f--..t.Q~s study 
::J .. ... • .,.., ....... 
• w ' v 
were: 
.<J 
, Hypothesis 1-A. There..., is no s~gnificant differ ence bctuecn students • ~ 
. -
··exposed to a structur~d· or an· uns tructured l earning environment in· the 
' . 















. . , ' 







./ s - I 
. .. 
' 
attainment of ~peciflc science processes. 
. . 
.lilPbtheGis 1-B.c There is no significant di~ference in student 
. • 0 
. . preference {or a structured ~r an 'l.mst~uct.ured' learning environmen~ •. 
. ~: 
. . 
A review of the literature (Sec Chapter II} shows . that stude~ts. ' · 
influe~ce to ·some, achievement •in and prefere.nce for learning "Sty~e is 
., 
degree by p~rs,~n~~~ factors and socioeconomic status. .. ;_; Therefore,' 1 t . 
. \~ . ~ 
• :,.j · '_., · . • ,I • • 
' ,3 




socioeconomic' status·with the treatment might exist. Therefore, four 
. ~ 
secondary hypotheses wore formulated. They ~were1 · · 
.. 
~othesis· 2-A. There is ·no significant. ·interaction betucen the treatments 
' .G . • f • 
and (1) Extraversion (2) Neuroticism (J) Dependency~ when achievement is 
. "" ' 
0 
used as a dependent variable • . 
· HypothC'::;is 2.:..B. · There is no significant effect on prefe.rence for 
learning style due to the interaction ~f treatments and (1) Extraversion 
" 
(2) Neuroticism (3) D~pendency. 
.. . ' 
.. .. 
. ' . ~ 
!!IPP-thesis 3-A. · There .is no ~igni:ficant interaction between the treatments 
and socioe.co~ic status when a<?hicvemol}t is used a~ a dependent variable, · 
d ~ -
H!pothesis )-B. ~here is no significant effect on preference for a _ learning 
s _tyle due to the interaction_ of ' treatments and socioeconomic status. 
\ Q ) Limitation~ of the Stud! 
''·•· 1. '1;'he stuily Has · re:trfcted to ... ~.,o 
,. 
. ' . 
•· 
intact grade six classe~ ·-ih ·· each 
. . · ... 
of t~ro eler.~entary schoo.ls from two different comrauni ~les. . ' ..,·,.) - , . Generallza tions 
had to be ·based on a_ssumed sim_ilari ti~s between sa1~ple and populat;ton-•. 
2. The process achi~vement instruments ;re:co constructed b~- th'e 
- -
investigators. Validation was· done· by' .three teachers teaching the ESCS · · 
·.:.. . . .. 









... ::. .. ~ .· ""9-.- .)' . 
6 
. ' 
·achiever.tent instrument rrcre restricted to one class which ·~ad en@l.ged in .. 
/ ~ 
' 'a9tivities related to the achiev~rnent instrument. 
, . ·· 3. The study t-ras conducted ?Vcr ·a., two week pe,ri~d. Such a 
1 to ' \ ~ 
, period may not be long enough to .. produce any measureable effc·ct. The 
• • J • 





-r.. 4. T~e ·expe;\ne~t~i .. aspe~t ·~f . the study was confined to two ·~ · 
·~ .. 
I .. 
. . . , ; . } 
. - .• ' ~,.orr( 









el~mert~ry schools having gr~de oix clas~es ' which did not have exposure 
to .process science' in that' grade nor,.in ~ny of the previous · grade~. 
The , de~elopm~nt of pr.ocess 'comp~tence is ;·d~pendent to ·sam~ extent on 
' 
.. · .. ~ ;i·.' hiera~thy O! skills. . Th~::;e students lack~d exposUre to some of _the 
~~ . 
. ; . ' , .. 
basi'~ .. s'Jti.:l~' s-chich ~oul~ nor;.1a~ly be d.evelo¥~~ ~n the lower. grades. 
. The results, therefor~, may have b~en dlffereht if these stu~~nts ha.d .·, 
. ' 
been exposed to sone of the more basic skills before'attempting to 
0 
. ,, 
acquire the more .complex processes. 
'. 
.\ \ ,, . . . . III. ' SIGNIFICANCE OF ,THE! STUD:(' 
'y 






· . . ,
,/ 
The 'present emphasis on ·proccss or~ented science dictates the 
•' I • ' 
. ( 
need to d~termirie tho .most favorabl~ environ~e?~ coriducivp to ~he 
' .. 
I> 
acquisition .of these co!lpetenc.ies or skills. 
·' ) . . 
The objectives of. sci~nce 
teaching h~ve. broaden~d to include the. develop~ent of certain basiC 
(• 
. \ . 
. . 
· . dkills· that are used by scientists in their. ~udy of na.ture. PI;opqnent.s 
of the process approach to lea~~ing scien~ suggest that the acquisition 
·' ~ 
of these skiH.s should take place in an environment·, in which students are 
. . . . ~ . . ..
- . 




lf we wish the studont to 'discover'. nature in th.e u~y .of the 
. .... 
... ~ 





' • / 13 •• 
·-
:: 
j ) ? 
··the scientist, f?hould he be given froodo~ to achieve his ·~oals in the· Hay 
.. 
he desires, or docs a young student need substantial 9-irection from the 
. \teacher? Arguments are .often gl vcn to . support both vie us I The most 
suitable envlrohr.um.t for maximum a~q!Jlsi tion of process skills Jr.a.y be 
' ._ "' I 
dependent uporr certain characteristics of students, Do students .with 
-·a particula.r personality trait or from a pa.rticular· social class deve~op . 
' ) 
scien~e pror.c.sses more e:ffiCiently giveri a large nmom.t. of freedom or 
. . . ......... . . ' . 
' ' ~ . ·- . ~ . 
~~stricted freed~rn? D~ ~hese students pr.efer. a learn~ng s~:r.lo H?ere:. nluch 
. . 
,.guidance is given or a one in which they are allorred to pursue th::J!~ 
. . . ' . .. . 
,. 
goals in -their (mn·Hay? The study repo~ted h7rc, combined ulth another 
study ~ involving . th~ va;i~blos of c~ea~ivity and s~x,· attbmpted to determinel 
f, the most fav"orable e'nvironment for every student to attain 'these skills 1 
.. 
,, G • ' 
A review of tl~e · literature revealed very fe'H studie~ which 
.•. 
. 
. attenpted 'to relate learning style to · the' .learning of sdence1 .or 
. - , ' ' , 
. " . 
atter.~pted to determine the in@raction of personality and ·learning style 
• · ' ~ • ~ , • I ' _ , ~ 
. . 
(See Cha:ptcr. II). In such· cases the learnin·g style$ and personality 
.. . • t 
I ' • 1 
variables were different fro~ those investisated hera. 
I . 
No attempt has 
0 
. . . 
been made to relate lparning style and ~ocioeconomic status, In particular, 
. • /1 : ... . ' •. . 
.no ~tudies a~e report~which atte~pted ·variations in the. stylo of . ~ 
• • p .. • • 
learnin~ science. processes. 
.. · ·' . 
The present stuqy attempted to fill some of 
. , . 1 
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CHAP.rER II ·· -
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
• 
f, • ' . 
" 
. . 
I. STUD~NT ACHIEVEMENT AS ·A FUNCTION OF A STRUCTURED ~ . 
, 
-OR AN-.UNST-RUCTU~ED LEARNING STYLE 
.· 
In surveying the literature related to learning style the 
investi~tor .found ~Any terms whlch parallel those used. in this ~tudy. 
/ ' - . 
Sue~ ~e~\n~ as· s_~~~-dir~cted··-~s op~osed f.o teach~~~ditecte.d,· non--
directed as opposed to directed, permissivc"as opposed to· directive and 
indirect as_ opposed to direct; identify learning appro~ches ;rhich are 
somewhat si~ilar ~o unstruct~ed ~nd structured approaches as defined in 
this study. 
. . 
· Kline ( 1971) conducted a study to ascert-:1-in ~'H~ether or not . 
. . 
the ope!l-end~d - ESCP l~borator~ - block on soils could be learned as .- . 
r • 
e'rfectiv·~ly by self-directed Gtudcnts as by teacher-directed :students,, 
. 
• I \ 
.. 
and to determine students• attitudes·and interest toward learning science· 
,. through a labor~ory-block discovery approach. C) The · block consisted of '· 
. ' 
-five open-ended lab~ratory inves.tigations s~ructured so as to lead ~he 
studenVto a problem by providing a variety of .expetiences, while 
. I I 
leaving the ·decisions for the solution of the ·pr9blem .in ~hq hands _ o~tQe 
.. . . - . .. ·' , i ' ',; ' : .. . 
student. Tho sample ~onsisted of 97 junior-high school .stl:ldents, afl:.:6·jj; ·: 
whom ;Were enrolled in · the Earth Science course ~~d l-rere using the text· 
' . 
, ' ~stigdtil'_!g The E~rth fr-om the Earth Science Curri culum Project. On ·. 
th~ fir3t day of the study, ~11 of.the students received an int~oduction 
. . . 
to the _ bioc~, st~sing the rolationship ~f the b~oc~ to the ESCP 
~ -· I • 
.. 













,.. I·~ . • 
:·mat.etials .on soils. At this point the students •rere randomly divlded 
I , 
The cojltrol group ~achcr-
. ~ -
. ) ., . ' ' 
.· dircctdd, in ~hat ·each. concept was int~oduccd 1py. the toacqer. and 
. \. ~J: 
into experimental and control groups. 
' '• 
•. : J 
· yossible approaches to~problems introduced in ,the ~tlock were discussed, · , ~~ 
r · . , ~-- · . 1 ) " 
- . " . . . 
Thereafter, s1;udents went -into the laboratory tp ).Jl!pleme11-t the approach. 
. . .'lf.• . . ' • . ' 
..,- . 1 • ... : . -
which they had chosen as· the most appropriate .way of· solving ~he problern. 
, . . 
'->._,../.' 0 ... , ...., - • 
·_ The. experi~erital group ;-eccivc~. no. for!'la.~ instruction from the : . . o 
. ~ .... ( 
instructor after the introd~ction t~ the bl'ocJ~ on the first day. The ,_. ., 
" 'I' . , 
students uere entirely self-directed .• At :th(l completiqn of the 
'.1, - ~~ ' • \ . 
• ' I \ • • 
each student was giv.en' a post _ laborat~y tesf. rand on the f&llouing day 
each .l>tud~nt uas askc,d . to c.omple:: '·a t \1 it~; quest i~nnaire. which - . . . 
' • ' I \ / ..,· fl '1 • ' ,• r ' 
. ~ \ ' . · ' •' 
reflected the student's attitudes and intere'sts in learning scierlce 
• ,x.· ~ t) 
, ~ 
through the use o{ the tipen-ended, .self-directed, ' discovery appro-ach in 
' ' ~ f " 
conventi-onal teachet~irectcd m~thod;; often used 
. ll . ' . 
' . 
·Ari<Uysis' of covariance of the . post-'laboratory test 
I . . . . \ .· .. · 
contrast .to the more 
. t... . : 
in teaching science. 
revealed no significant differences -in t~a at~~innents on the l~borato~y · 
, . • . r, . .. r 
I ' 0 t 0 , ,: 1 
· tests of sclf-di:r:ectcd ~·s:tuP,.ents' e~ts com~!e~- with teacher-directed 
~· • _ ........ ~ , .. ~ 1 
students. Analy'Sis ·of ;iarlance enpl,d'yed on the student questlo~naire 
i~dicated ·no cigqificant ~fferenccs ::in responses betuccn those students 
,.. ... . . . \ i 
in thg· .cxperinental· group~ and. those, in the control groups. . c~ 
The abo'{e study has some sinihri ties. to the prcs~t study ·, since .' 
.,. . . . ,,. . " 
the le.u-'ning ~tyles._ were soL!euhat s'imila~' and Kline was int'er~sted . in ./ 
. v . . 
the students• attitude toHard th6se- learnin~ ~odes • . How~vcr, the 
I• - • ', · -
.teachbr-dlrected grpup_ ·uas presented with various· apprOaches from Hhich 
I / 
:tree to choos~ on~' ' 'll!llike the .structured approa.c~. hare in 
. . 
which only one nethod of solving the problem nas presented to the studcmt. 
. I 
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' I • . 
, In· Ro.in~~·s ~tudy (1965) -.t~l~ar~ing styles Here rnoro. sitlilar 
+ ..... · ~ . . . '-~. 
to those used in the _present study.~ fl'~ atten:p.ted to eval~te the effect 
,. 
. {.' . 
on learning high school chemistri of· the kinds · of Liboratory approaches 
. J' . 
l • . . r' , 
offered by Chenical Bond Approach to chenistry and the Chemical 
I . . 
' . 
Education~l l1aterials ;Jtudy course. The CBA laboratory manual does not 
.. . ...... , ~ ,., '. ' 
tell the students the sequence of step~ he nust go through ·or the other 
.. . , procedura~, d&tails to uhich he must pay attention in order t~ .arrive .at 
a solution to the laboratory problem ~~th which he is confronted, T~e 
. . ':; . . ·:, 
CHEH ntudy manual directs the• stud~nt'. s'tep· by st~p througfl~the:o · 
. . ~ ' .. . • "' 1 
' ·~ . '. A "~~ . . . . I ·:: 
de~ailed· experimcnts. The studdn\s UGe~ in this studr. .were enroiled 'in 
• ~ '· . ': ·,. ' :.: ; • .. .. • It 1 • i 1 
f'our classes of. ch(3mistry. ?ne; ~~f. 1 ~t: ~ ~.ach c_lass was randomly asslgn~d 
,.. . . . 
to ~he non-directed l~borllto'ry &r.O\xt;:.i\ Wh~n· the instruct~r ·.felt that 
.. ; .. 
. . 
eno~'gh bacitground material had b'een dl.scussed in' a recitation-discussion 
. ' 
. . 1> ~ . \, 
-......__' .. se~_sion involving both group~ .together·~ this group went into the laboratP.cy 
:t. •• • ,. .... 
· with a problem to solve and no directions as to proceaure other than · . . 
., 
text mat~ria~ 'and notes from .the discussions. One half 9f.'.each class nas 




this treatment grc.up Hatted in the classroO;I 'with text .assignr.1ents to d,o 
whi~e the no~:.dl~eC'ted J ~~up~ .cornpleted their .laboratory work, t!p~n · 
,entering the laboratory they pi?ked up lal:Joratoi:y noteb~oks which '( 
,· outlined ijl dot~tl what 'th~y were to do • . Sixteen experiments were 
' ~- (! - • l 
. perfor~2d durinij:~the .. school term. Four tests uere adninistered to each 
• ... • '"':: ~ ' • • I} • 
. groupa T.he A.c.s, - N.S.T.A. High School Chenistry Test, The Cooperative 
. I 
Chemistry Test, a written laboratory exa~ and a performance laboratory 
'' exam, A three way· analysis of variance and covariance was· used to 
: . f ' . ' . . • 
. , -
detetmlne any differcnc~s.in groups. A difference sig'nifica,nt at 0 •. 05 · 
•, 
; .. .i 
r . . 
ievol was found on the perforr.mn:~e ~boratory .~est (pretest showed no 
. \ 












significant ·differenc~). . - ;,; However, no significant treaj.ment difference 
was 'not~d on any . of the written test, suggesting that the learning of 
principles'a~d descriptive 6~emistry was not influenced by the treatments 
.. 
as d~scribcd in this st~~y . .-: 
• : "'w 
In the report of these studies no ~vldcnce is gi'ien to s'u~~est . 
. - . ~ ' ·\ I 
that the e~fect of th~ pretest was accounted fo~:py covariance ' or other 
- . 
procedures, a possible f:la1~ in the; analysis, , · 11 
The exact natn-~. of the laboratory exams \s not g(ven. The > ', 
question· of Hhether these exams were ·process oriented 'has not been·· 
-
ans_wered. , .. { :..· .,. 
· The investigator r~port~ that one group ,was exposcd.to CHEl·l 
I 
. ' ~ . 
Study an4 ono group tQ CBA. The:::o cow:ncs differ on so .n-1.ny dirmn~ions t .hat 
·. , . 
,. 
' 
. any rosult3 produced COUld not bo att:dbuto~ to tha labo:Mtory app~O..:l.Ches al.~n_?• 
' 0 
II, THE PROCESS APPROACH TO LEARNING SCIENCE ,. 
I To enhance a ~tudent•s comprehension of horr scientists work and 
scientific knowledge evolves, a seicn%e curriculum must be provided in 
· which selected concept2 .and the associated processes of inquiry are 
. ' . 
, 
.. 
-l.J. ~~···"'.,.,of;nc~~ ·~cience cprri~ula cmpha~izing the processes · o;r s.Ju ls of science. . . 
. in~e~;1ted, (Na.y e't al. 191~). · Such is. the :~h~lo:::ophy ~-the advocates~ 
/ ' " ----~ • r. ' ' 
' : S~n . . Kfopfer· an.d Cooley uere some of the first . scicnce 
' . ,. ·.;. - . ·i .. 
... _ _,;_., ~ · · educators ;to I!@k~· .a.. serious ef!OJ.-t to devel?P with~~ their students 
·the sklll~qor compe~~hcies of science. ·'A- major.~ttempt, houcv'cr·; cnrne 
. . . ' ~ . ~ . . 
· with the development :_ I:>.~ the program Sclcnce - A ·Process Anproach;. 
. .. ' ~ 
sponsored by the American Association · for· the Advancement of Science, 
• .... Q • • • • • : ' • • 
', 












'· •. , .. 
. ,.._ -
· ·grade science pr~gram aimed at ::- ~ the .development of . .. th~cesses or ·.-
'"'-"'\_"'l '•' ' 
,, 
. .;;, . . . 
. . ?- ' 
science (See-Chapter 1). 
... 
The .psychological-structure is such that . 
the simple ~kills are dev-eloped in · :the lower @\~des wl th g:tadual 
• >J • 
~ 
advancement~ to the : more complex skills. Content is d~emphasi_ped and 
..... ~~ . . . 
is not restructed to -one scientific disc~pline. Several disciplines 
. . 
are used ·_in an attempt to 'develop skllls needed by the 'student in his 
pursuit to understand nature, Altnough the classroom activ1ties are 
highly structured, the problem ,of structur~·has not been considered in : ~ 
evaiuation ·of the proeram .• 
The success of this ·program led .to the development of further• 
. . . 
pro~ams on the Canadian scene ~and more recently on the provinc~al scene, 
. . . 
Nay and associates initiated in' 1965 a three-year sequence of 
; . 
sc~~~ce · co~scs, The EQ~onton Junio~High School ·Process Approa?h Science 
Project, The framework for this 12roject was an amalgamation of several 
features of . Science.~ A .Process Approach, sc'Mta,b:s theory on the ·'· . . ·. 
structure of the disciplines, their own perceptions of _the nature of · 
science, and the realities'and tra~ition of scie~ce teaching •. This 
~ . 
project did. not adopt"the process inventory of Science - A Process 
Approach, · A thbrough search o,f biographh:s, a~tob~ographies., · original 
.. 
papers, observations of sc~entists ~t wor k, discussions with scientists, 
- :. ~ . 
and bo·~~ by .sc1e0fe ·historians ~rs led, to An Invento~ ot:,·. "' 
Process es 'in Scientific Inquiry. So~e of· the processes of t his ~nventory 
' 
. .. t. 
include (1~ developing a "mental model", (2) seeking further evidence , 
(J) identifying new problems for investigat~.on, and (.4) applying th.e 
.• 
discovered Imowlcdge . \ !I" J. 
I • 
Early· fn -1970, Crocker in1~1ated The Eleraenta~=y Science 
. ' 
Curri culum Study -for use ilJ. grades 1-6 in N.ewfound.lanc;t s chools,. This 
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o I I 
) '-:.' .. , ."":•. 
···i'""··· 
.... ·tC 
program subncribes to the main objectives and · a-ssUiaptions of, the AAAS \ - , ... t . 
program, The expense 'of purc~sing 0A~ a,ptarA tus Jd. ts · Jilad.e the. 
introduction ~f thi~ program impos~i~lrl> .in~~~~ schools ~f·. NeHfoundland, . 
I • .. ,~ .r.; I 
~ • • • < • • •• ·.,-~. • • ~ • 
Con$ldetin(? financial . eonstraiJits, · .11~it~~~·tc~cher educn. tion in science 
. . ·~ ~~~-. • ' 
and certain. premises governin~ the b..'l.si~:-approach t-o the development 
. - ._ . -· . 
, C f .., 1 • ~ • • ' 1 ' ' ' 0 • •_. • ~' 
o( the progiam (See Crocker-, 1972} ,·. ,a t;:bl:lprehcnsive teaching guide was 
. . \ ;. . . ' ·• . . . 
p~epared and construction of 'ayparatus·y~ts commenced, . Development and 
.. . ..-' 
of th~ program have been: carried out over a t~ee year period, 
,_, . . ., . 
I l\...f " • · , 
Gould~( 1972) carr~e9- 'out an evaluation ·or this program _in 
v . 
which he concluded that studenti:i.·exposed to :a: .pro~ss-orient~d..·. science 
• • ' fo . .! 
. , . . . .. . 
c·ourse do learn the sci'enttfic processes better than students wh; hi.fc . 
• • • ' ~ I ' • 
' I . • 
. not talr.en such a course. Goulding also found that the"- attitudes· .. of · both 
f • • I ' • • ' ,' 
students and teache~s -toHard this cottrse were ·ma.inl:{ 'positive. 
• • • • I ' I 
.. Goulding's study lJas limited however, in thcl. t only1 t'I'TO classes of grade' 
five and two· class.es ~f grad~ slx from.one s'e,o~l was .represcnt~d. The 
coursetl-Tas al~o - 1n its early stages of development~ ~ · 
'- ( 
. . 
Process oriented cou:rses require active involvement of students 11>· 
with m~nl_p~iative--mate_F~als •· Ho~;ever, .active . lnvol;~em:Ft is not · . 
. . . 
suff~clcnt_ for learning the s!dlls £>r colitpstencies of ~cicntists. "Nay ~nd 
assoc,.ates, 1971, points out that students generally enjoy the "practical 
... • ' • 0 
. . ' 
work~' invoh:ed in an investigation but suffer great . menta,). inertia· Hhen 
I . 
it comes to .. pl;oc~ssing 'the dat,;a., ftl.aking appropriate generalizations from 
them; and integrating thosl? generalizations into the ex'-.sti,~? conc~ptual 
.• 
framework, The ovcrconing o;f tpis men~l inertia lies part~ally<~n ~he · 
. ' 
. " ' devc~C?Plilent of proper strategies fo£ ,process learning, The prcse·nt ·s.t~.~;r_~ 
~ 
att7mpts -tno strategies rofcrrc'd .to as stry.ct_ured and unstructured 


















RELAmJ. ',!'(; ~liE IIITERACTIVE EFFECTS 0F 
,. 
LEARNING STYLE AND STUDENT PillRSONALITY 
The investigator was interested -in personality factors as they 
interact with ·the'trcatnents to a:ffect studen't achiev,.cnent and prefe~ence. · 
Several studies related to these effects are available. · 
----.,-., 
Wispe'(195l) atteopted to determine the relationship of 
. performance on the :fina'l examina.tion to "directive" and permi~sive" 
. •, 
" teaching-.styles. He aiso 1nvcstiga ted the students' preference for the 
·two teaphing methods, .... 
·, . 
., 
. Eight sections in an elementary social science t:ourse trere 
.· 
matched and differe~tially taught for Qne semester by eieht graduate 
teaching fellows who ha.d been sclected 'and trained for .their natural 
• • I 
apt~tude in the reqpect1ve teaqh~. g styles. Four of the sec:tions were 
directive, h.ighly-structured, · a~ subjec~-:aa:tt~·r c_e~te~ed • . Four of the. 
sections 'Here permissive, unstruc 1urad" and student-centered. Continuous 
.interaction observa~ions were r.m.de from behind. a one-Hay screen by tuo 
. 
obs~rver~ ~ijg an instrunent desi&ned to ~ategorizc specific aspects of 
' ~ 
section behavior, At t~e end o~ th~ semester ·a Thematic Apperception Tes~ . 
. , type test, a _sentence completion test; a~c;l a quest:ionnaire t-rerc administered 
·to all the s~pt~ons separatcl~. ' Three trained persons independently ·scored 
.. - · 
these fof -~o~itive, neutral, and ~egati~e attitudes tona~ds college, sections, 
instructors, other students, and enotions in sections, ·-For one part of' the 
study the ·objoct1ve-f~nal exa_mihation uas used as the .dependent variable, 
whil.e · tho Scholastic· Aptitude Test, uhich . uas one of the bases for 
I , 
sectioning, Has used as the ind~pendent ~arlable, Results indi~ate · that the 










. w~re clearly defined, arid for thoir :prosur.J.oa- value in. prcpa.rln~ for· 1 . 
examination! although the permissive sections were enjoyed more. The 
' <? ~ , ,I I • 
directive and the pernissive groups shoHed no Gignif.ican~ difference on 
~ ' ~ . 
the~Objcctive-_final .uhen. taken ·as a ~hole, but · when the two teaching 
...... -..f··~-· 
met~Q.~were analyzed for ·their effects on t~ "be'tt~r students" and th~ 
. . . 
hpoorer· students" it HaS demonstrated. tlu"l.t -..~he directive sections WOI."e 
more .be,neficiaJ. to the poorer students. 1 I . • ..., ' • ' 
' Wispe docs not givo a detailed description o:f the treatments used;··.; 
. , . I . • ·\' .·· 
I ' : ., .. ;~·· .. 
in his study. If these treatnents parallel closely the structured and 
. ' . t . . 
. . . . . · . ,/ 
unstructured styles· defined in this s.tudy the_results _probably g~v.e some · • 
., ' o. t.l • <" _. .1./ " • "I ' 
insight into possible result's in this studY.•. // ·i · J· 
// 
Koenig and J.IcKo~chie ( 1965) _fiypothes~zed thb.t the hig'hly indep:~ndc~t · 
' / . . . . ' 
students .1-rould prefer learning~ perform bett.'~r,a and be m~re involved in an 
~~ ~~epend~nt study &l~~tio~. ~ha~~ ~n a. mor;~ -~Aated, ~ituation.' ~lso they· 
hypothesize'd that students with high need 'ror affiliation would prefer, 
• J 
'perforn better, and be more .involved in srJall· group di~cussion ~than would 
other students, Fi~Ally, they hypo~esized that -~tudents hi~ n'achi~vcment 
. _would do uell in. indepcnjent s~udy. Th~ .~x:perimental groups consisted of 124 
student~ who were enrolled in ~.single locture section of an e~crncntary 
~~ ~ - . . 
.psychology gpursc. The class was divided ''and each studen;t in one half 
'!;,, a ·. , . 
~ . . . 
of the clast wrote a paper independently, \l~hile students in. the other 
. . . .... " . 
• • • • - -1')'11 
half met in sroll groupz. . La tor in the sc~ester, th~ cxporimci,~~ : 
(I ' • I • ' '1;, 
procedure Has repaated td th the groups .rovorsed so that each stut.\_ont 
0 . t ...... .. .~ 
.r...._ ~ -
~participated in bo~h . varlations of teaching nethod, All students also 
met in re~lnr lecture discusslon sections. Students uere given the 
.following measures .pf personal! tya The California Psych~logical . 
,. 
















in the small group discussions. , Heasu-res of the .students' preferez1ces) 
i~volvcment, a~d p_erforma.ne'B we.ro a.dJainistered after each ·v~riation ~_!;s... .. 
' I , • , ._ I • ' I ..} ~ ' ~1 ', ,• I ·: . 
teaching and at the end of the s~rncster •. Analysis of the 'dat~ refute~ ' 
. . () . 
the first two hypotheses. Heasurc~ ~f , self-rolian·ce. ,o~ of affllation ·; 
. ' ,, . ' 
were not related to satisfaction·, performat:lce, or in~lv~fue~t ln the .. : 
. . 
experimental groups. H.ol;lever~ high n-achievement uomen preferred the 
~ . . . . - . ' . 
· , _  &_dependent study and srnali ~ou~ disc~ssio~s while · middle .~chiev~m-ertt, . 
·-.... .... .... . ' . . · ·.. .: '• . . . ~; . 
. women \p~·e.fel:~ed · th~iecturo method. No significant ?J.fference ·was / :..;. 
0 I • ... ~ I 
obtained for men. Additional. findings were that· ·high n-poH~r Hornen" · · i' 
. ~- ~ 
"' · part1tipa ted l~ss in-small groups. than low n..tpouer women: whereas the :\ . 
direction of the relationship was ·reversed for men. Simil.a..,r.ly, 'the non-
. .... ·: . -
. - ~ .. . 
--
·authoritarian women. participated more .in ·t~ s~ll groups, while the 
non-autho;itari~n men we{~ less ~ike~t~ ~~rtlci;a.te in~he~permiss~ve 
•' 
\ ·~ discussions~ r . 
:\\,. : ....... ,.( .. .. .......... -·· ' . ' 
·t.. . . . .. ....... · ··~·· ., 
. 
A possible 'significant limitation of this study . ~·ras· in the 
,_ 
.. , 
··  ... · .. I :. 
-.. .,., . 
'.• ~ .... 
~ ~- .. 
·' 




. . . 
' . 
Koenig and McKeachie report that the students. 
-· , . ... . 
portion of the coll!se. 'l'he nature and relio.bilities of-'these instruments 
-~ ve no-t been reported. The pcrforcm.nce nea.Sure 'tras taken ·as ·the · 
. . studen~s' p~rformartce in tffe small groups ~n~· on th~'paper. 
---.& ·~ 
• . 
• , +n Beach's study the ·:personality variab,les · were the sanie as ; two 
. of those in the . presen~ stu~y although the l~nlng styles H~re .. q,uite 
. different. Beach attcnpted ~o relate a~ademic ac~ievcment i~ varying 
~ . ( . . ·-
iejlrM.ng situations in a:n au~an~ed -educational_ ps~_cho-logy c~ursc t _o the 
personality trait of soc~ability (or soci~l int;o~ersion-extraver~io~). 
---!.. - -
: .' 
-~ · .. 
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' "'•\ 1\. ~ . ' 
': · ~ ~ 
't ·- ' ' Oj), ~ _I I 
• ..:. ~ ' :. .... .. .<~· . . . ~ ll I , .. 
. ' : ,.,/ ~ -- - ' 'c., . . . ' ":i p 
The sample ... consist·ed of the;;ptud.ents in an advan·ccd. cdt!catiorta-J_ psycholog-J 
. .. .... • •. •· .• 19 . . • 
. cours~~·::e:t .the Univcrsi ty of .Michltr.in in the fall of 19.56-57 •. ·Follotfing · 
-~+~n~ testhg. on,_ ~ou:"s~' ac~i~~:'Crn~nt a.n~ pors~nality v~r~ble:! . the · 
•• 
1
•· • st\\dents Her~· randomly dis'tributeci· ·~nto four cxperh1ental · grpups· on a 
' • •':, V I i 
~ . . 
p~edetermincd.proportion~l basis. · The3e grpups were cl~ractcrized by 
r ~~"'.,. ' 
' ... ' (\ . 
.,. 
. . 
varying dcg;ees of OPtudcnt interaction and" student-tca£~er conta:.cts . A 
. ' . . . .:." .1 
(a lcct~:rc se~~ion), B (an interactive ~scussion c.~s), C (a group of 
. : . ' . . . '"~-:. · ..... 
small instructorless groups of five ~~:members ~ach),. and. D (an indep~ndcnt 
'·~ f!· ~ . ~ ... 
study d6uP..) •· A~ th~ .cnq of the semester~ theo same a~hicvement t~~ ·;ra~ .' 
\ •; '~- 0 ) "' , ... ~-~ ~ ! f? '':.·~. "'..,. D , ' " " I•,. ,. < .. 
giveh. Achiev~mcnt lh . tp~ course wa1.1 measured in te1·ms of gain:·.in. scores 
~ . .··· 
, • , • z ~ • i I . • 1o ~· • ·, .._ • 
on the .P9.St te~tJ ·over the .score earned o~ pretest. ·· The chi-sqt.iaro test 
~ ... ~ .' : . . : ' 
.of significane (one-tailed) was applied· for each .group. 
• • ol ~ 
a I . ·~ . ~ 
In t~e lecture section a difference.. in achievement Ha-G · foun~ in 
. ' 
.. ·-· " fav.!Jr of the less sociable student. .In the instru:cto:tlcss groups a , 
'o 
sig1_1ificant d.ifference Has fo\md favoring the more ,soc'iablo student. , 
... • • . • . • 0 . . 
• I ' 
:~ss soc~able ·students iq, the f'nter~ctive diSCIJ.GSion ?lass achi~ved bet-ter .' 
4'" tt· ( .· ; . - : ·: • •. • '\ ,2 . , 
":-. . · · than ·the s_ociable students, a res~lt opposite to that predict~d. N9 · ~ 
' J~ . 0 • • t " • ... • 
· t ,J~p.ifferenccs in achiever.1ent · 1-rere' :fokd,-b~tl:rcen · t_pe ~or~ ·or. lt?ss -~ociable 
. : • . . . , I . \t • .~ • • '" • ~.: " , ltv . ~: ... -:--
·. . -s .tudc:mts unde:;r; condi t1ons of . coinP,letely indcp'endeut study~ . ~ 
·' . 
/ 
~ •• <3 
Ami~o~ and Fla~der~·s · st~dy ( 19~1), ;m:~.de use .1 an· att,em:it' to 
dependence in students. Tho tea~~i.ng style differed., houevcr~ 
~) ( . . .. measure 
'rron 'the present stu~y. . ' 
' . . _,~- . - ;; 
· ' 
A~ldon and Flanders atte~pted to determine ~hc . e~1ects of direct 
" .. 
) ' 
• .. .. ' . t. . ..r 1 
vs . · indirect t eachers. behavior. and of clear vs. unclear . student ·.. · 
; I 
perc~~t~ of l?~rn~g'goal on the a chievement of eignt gra~~ . gco~ctry , . 
. ' ~ . 
t ..... ~ • • • \ • • 
st:udonts ·. ·. Tho s aople ·cons i sted of 1Lm eight grade dep~mden·l; prone pupils~- · 
. • . t . \! . . ·, . ~ 
from a ·.l ar gcr population of .560 students . All students wero r a ndomly. 
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·-•· J: ·.iff . 
' 
0 • 
.. e.:- . 
• • 0 
assiGiled to one of the ·follo;,ing. cx:rrim~ntal ·treatmcntsa direct teacher 
.. 
', ·. , infuimce ,·with c~~~r, g~lS: direct teacher infllle~cc, ~l>th unclear goal~, 
,• . · in#rect tcache~ influence with . \Ulclear goo.ls. A pretest of . geouetry 
~J . . 
~ch:i,cv~iJ~nt and a test of depen~en~~.:.~ro:1encss ~~~ve1oped 'tr A'oidon and 
Flanders, 1960) were administered. A'tape~recording was played 
introducing lhe b~sic concepts _of the lesson. In half of the groups the · 




imme-diate goals were !l'.idc: 'c!ear and in half ·the go.1ls were nado less 
> -=-~ ~ ~ I • '" • C') 
clear. In the direct treatments a :teacher ·lrcl::ve a 15-ilinute -lecture·r 
• 10 • • • -
iii th"a ~eH questlons explc;.ining the Ill~terial and illustrating problems , 
that could be solved. In ~he indirect t~eatmcnts, a tc~che~ conducted 
I . • 
.. 
a 15 minute discussion cxpla~ning the m~t~rial an~ ill~str~ting PfOblc@s 
... 
. J ··• · that could be solved, .The ccnfent c'ovtr~gc Has the sane in the 
'· 
•· ~ra~ti"ng trea t~aents.. T~e . students then had about ·15 11inutes . to 
"pra'c-tice splving problen~ at th~ir sdats by -workl~g on a probl~r.t ~·heet-. ·. 
r • . 
The. p~stt~st of achievement 1-ras · admini~tcr~d. -'l'he cn·Ure scqucnce .. 1asted · 
2\ours~ Stu~en~s ih the various cla~~df,ications were then coi:rpa.red •on 
.. . .. ~ 
}h~ basi~ of pre and post a.chicvcccnt tests in geo~etry. 
' . 
" Analysis showed 
I 
no. dlffcrences between .t .he clear goal and unclear goal treatments: 
...._-r 
. ,,c . 
indicating' tha~ in this study, at le~st, ac~ieve~ent of dependent-prone 
0 
. stud~nts was1 ~ot affected· ~y p~rception of the learning goal, An analysis 
of the . dire9t and 1nd:t'rcct trea t r.wnts i~dicated that children taught by 
' I , • ~~ \ ,\ 
. ·: the indirect ten.cher learned ~>:ore than did ~the ~h!ldxen taught by the 
. _.-~- ~. . .... 
· :ltirect teacher. 
.. 
r, · .-
1 • Amidon and Flanders did not investigate possi'b).~ -:~nteractions of 
... : , .. 
student pcrsemal1ty a·nd1 learning styles in this stuar,; ·· ··Hm·r&vcr, in a 
previous. s~udy · ( 19$0) .they found 'th.1.t dep~ndent-pr~ne students uere ·_·more 
' .. ~ 














teacher becomes more directive, this type cf student finds increaOed 
... . ·· 
- . 
. sat~~action ~n more coil'tl)lib,nce, 
a 
Such infgrnatiOJ1 would possibly 
~ ~ . . 
19 ) . 
1 . · ' · sug'gest ihat dependcn~-pronc students would favor the structuz:ed style · 
/ 
• I : 
in the present study, 
0 
'\ 
.... A possible cttanbac~ of. the study conducted. by Amidon and· 
). " ' . - . . 
Flanders is the very limited time, Such a limitation leads one to. 
I 
~uestion the ·generalizability of the findings. ' . : ·· .. 
t' . 
Tuc{anan ( 1969) COndUCted '•a. ·StUdy in . Uhich he eX.:ililinCd StUdEmtS I 
. ~. . 
. ;." ... 
. ~ . 
. • ·. sa:tisfaction '1-Zith their co\Irsc~, preference for th~ir ~eache}:'s, aytd .. 
J . . . 
course gra~es as a joint funct~on .of the style of their teachers and their 
. .. . "' . 
" •• · ;. ' • J ,· .. • .. . 
· otm pcrsoni:tli ties. Teaching style Ha~ exar.1ined using the. di,rective-
. . . . . . . ' . I 
nondirective 'dimension. Student pers·onalities 1rere classified as 
either a~s-tract-independent or .conrrete-dependent. The sample used i!'l ·. 
. .. 
the study was 'made up of )44 ma1~ student's'.' ·~11 of whom wer~ in. th~ .. 
. . . ' . -~ 
elev·cnth o~ tllelfth fsr~de of a 1vb~ational:-tcchnlcal hi~ ·sch·o~~- Each 
1 ~ <' , () a • I '" • ' 
of these stud'lm~ provided data about. a teachcr · of a non-vocational 
. · :subject ( eg •. Engl!sh) Hh.ile ~bout' half also provided data :about a \ 
·teacher of ~ - voc~tional-subJect. (eg. carpentry). Students first 
. completed the S.tudent Percept~on of Te!lche:z:: Sty~e scale developed by 
'Puckman in order to classify the . e:ct:ent to w_hich a !;.eacher . tras directive 
. ' . 
·or nondirective, Stud~nts ili the classes of' UW!se teachers then complet~d 
tho Interpersonal Topical Inventory developed by TuckD~n - a forced-
~ • I 
choice, measure of the abstract-indep~ndent and concrete-dependent 
' ol' -
personality types, and' the California Short Form of the F Sc.ile '.t. a 
. '--~ (.~~~s~e ~f authorit~ti~nism. At t~e co~clusio~ of th~ ~choo~year, 
. . " . - . 
s'J;udents of the 24 te~chcrs completed tuo scales, ·one of .which Has a 
-' . . 



















p~efercnce. Finally, course gra~cs on parti~ipa~ipg students were 
ob~ained from final tcacoer re~~:rts. Data from .vocational and rion- . 
. , . .'• .. 
20 
vocat1onal teachers. were analyze~ ·~e:parately. Two-~ay a·na~ysis of variance " 
. ~ere undertaken for ea,ch 'of the three ~ependent measures t course. . '1-''. · · · · ... 
. . 4 
satisfaction, teacher pre~erenco, and .cqurse gra~s. Moreover, ecr,arat 
0 
.,. . analyses uero ~dertaken using the Interpersonal Topical Inventory · 
personality measures and th% F. scale •. Thus, 12 analyses 1o~ere perfortled.· 
• L 
.1. 
. . ~ 
·Results ·shoued a significant. interc~.ction in 1-rhich abstract-independent 
I 
. . . 
students preferrcd · ~ondirecti~~ over directive .teachers, while concrete-
, 
' 
' dependent _students, did not differentiate bet1-ieen · teacqer ·styles. It ~as 
~ . ' 
also sho~n that the students obtaJndsignificantly higher grades in non-
.. . ~ . 
. 
vocational subjects from non-directive than fro~ directive t~~chcrs. In 
vocational subjects no differences appeared._ 
The results of this study support _the findings or Amidon and 
'"" '\Flanders. _Both studios cpncluded tha:t s~udents achieve better in an 
· .... , ... . :· .. 
·.·~-~-.l~~ospherc· wh~re l~ess dire.ction is given _byr-the teacher. H<mever, 
~c~an•s study, a , little ·broader in scoP,e, consider& ctudent preference · 
·~\! .. ,. '>-.,~ '-, . l 
-,X''-·>" \ .if•(ot'~.~~chers. . 
'"\.~' ' l, . 
. \, \pro;m (1967) investigated the ef-t;ects of certp.in teaching 
. .... ... to'\ . . . t ~ 
' • ,._,~ ' / I • 
. stylCSi (inquiry and expository). and :porso,nality trait· (attitude :toHard 
. - .. . . . . . l . . . 
' "'authority) ,on cognitive achicYemcnt. Two levels o:( achievcli,ent uere 
, • I I 
·assessed, reprezonting the Jmoilledge category and t'he H.iehcr Cog:nftive 
skills ·or tho Tax~n~r:~Y o;,Edu~'at:J.o~l Obj~c~i~er.,Cn~~ based'10n th: course 
\ • - ' . ~ ' • • 0 • 
I t> t • • 
of study for grade . seven science. . -1..... 
' t Nine ~eachers 1iere selected for ·their .uso; of n.n i~quiry c\pproach 
or ·an oxposi tory' approach as 'their basic ~ode of teaching.· .. ~nalysis of -
. . . . . /) . . •' . . . 
. I . 


















.. .· · 21 
. 
' .. 
di;fferenccs be'twccn inqUiry and e~posi tory teaching did exist between the 
. ' . ' 
two groups· of· ,teachers. 
The personality trait t-ras assessed by oeans of an attitude 
schedule, developed for this stuay, .uhich identified fo'ur personal! ty 
..... "· .. , · 
typesc' the stereopa.th, ~he non-:-stercopath, the ne~tivist and· the 
• ~c~uisce)lt;· A total of -~7 pupi_ls ncre involved, 
'. ,. . . ~e data were analyzed_by'·multiple linear 'regression, adj~sting 
. final achievcuent ccores 'for pre~st scores, The other variables . used· 
in the analysis were the ~.Q, score, sex, style o~ teachfng and 
' ·. 
personality type of the pupil. · · , 
·. . .. 
Each of the variabl~~ ,t-~a.s found · to _ contz:lbut~ ~igni~icantly 
. ~ . . . 
to the pre~c~ion of achievc~cnt,_ but no evidence of interaction effects 
0 
.. 
among them was found. Boys scored higher than girls in .both levels of 
. . ' 
achievement. Differences am~ng the four_ personality types follo;ed 
. . 
the saoe pattern ~n both levels of achi~vement, but were significant 
" 
!n the ·knowledge, level _only. 
I , 
For ther styles of teaching, alll'differences. ll~re in favor of · 
the,expository mode. 
' I 
Hewever, uhen the skills scores lrere adjus~ed t:~:r 
_knowledge posttest scores, tlhich nay, be a · more appropri'ate coraparison, 
the differences were n~t signif1tant. 
IV. STUDIES RELATED TO STUDSUT ACHIE'vENENT AS A FUH'CTION l . 
. OF D~~~-E OF "EXTR~VERSION AND N~UTIQTICIS_H (' 
' ' " v • 
._ ..... 
· .. 
This study invc5tiga.ted p_ossiblo . . inte.raotions between certain 
. . ~ 
personality variables and so~i'oeconomic status wl th th~ trca tments. 









I •. • ' 











is justified on the 
::; 
. .v #' . . . , . 
pers~nality vari~bles.and socioeconomic status 
~ounds that 'such inforoation ~ay help explain an~· interactions. that 
0 
Houever, since these studieiS relate may exiat 1~ the prcGont study. 
,. . 
® only peri~crally to the pr!se~t one very little discuss~on i~ given. 
~ • ' · l 
Many invcstieations have been made'into. the relati?nship of 
' 
educational ac;hievcxaen·c and the degree of extraversion .and neuroticism • 
.. ' . . 
. ' 
l. " ., 
Some 'of this Hork is based'on a theory of pers~nality expressed by 
I 1r .~ 
·. 
. .. \: · . ... . ' 
Eysenck ( 19.53), ~hich proposes. that there are dimens~ons of personality 
' · 
almost independent of each other, that is, extraversion-introversion 
(E and I), neur~ticism-stability (N), psychoticism, and Intelligence 
(I.Q.). In addition·, Eysenck (195?) has put fonr~d postuJ.?.tes about .( 
. \ 
the extravert and introvert ·Which ~an be int~rpreted to bear directly 
• '· I 
on their possible outpu1;. in sc-holii.l3tic •. work.. Brief;t.y, the postulates · . 
state that (a) hu~n beings di1fer in th~ speed· and strength with which~ 
excitation and inhibition is dissipated, and (b) ind.l.viduals in trhom 
. . 
) - ·, . 
excitato~. potential is generated slo<dy .and is rela:t~V'ely weak and in 
whom reactive. inhiblflon i~ developed quicluy and strongly, but 
. - . 
di~sipa.:ted slowly are thereby predis-posed to introverted pJ.\.terns of 
bahavior, Extraverts follmi the e:xact opposite of this pattern, 
., 
Studies ~ttempting to connect edu~ational achievement a~d the 
.degree of extraver~ion and introvd'rsion .shor( conflicting results. · 
Many studies report . that neuroticism is pos-itively connected with 
.• I> 
acade~ic achievement and yet a laree nw.1ber re.port the contrary. Hm-rever, : 
when restricted t ·o Hork uith ·children nost evidence tends to lsupport the ,, 
. ' 
· I · t hypothesis that st~bility, as oppo::;ed to neuroticism, is positively 
related to educi:Ltional n.chie·{epcnt. Hith respect t 'o the relationship 
< II ' • ;. - I 
between introverli~n-extra:vt!tsion an~ academic a.chievew~nt mo~t studies 
0 .. 






\ ·, I l~ \ · :' ' • 






. . ' . 
, with children shoH a sic;nificant connection · between ex-traversion and 
academic achieve~ent. .  · \ 
_Child ( 1964) and Finlayson . ( 1970) report hig~ achievement td th · 
. . 
the stable introvert, Rushton (1966) reports hieh'achicverient with the 
. . . ) . 
stable extravert ·for ~lrls .and the stable introvert for boys and ·· 
' . 
Entwistle and .Entwistle ( 1>970) ro:ports high achievement 'Hith introverts 
• C\ • I' "'• ' ... 
. . ,' ' ~ 
but reports no relations~ip o~ attainment and neur~tic~sm. 
. 
Several reasons are offered for such a diversity of rcsultsa 
~ o(a) The e~fects . of·ex~avc~sion~introvcrsion, and 
r .' . 
. ' 
neur?ticism stability on academic attainment may 
' . ' . . 0 
be different -at 'different ages, . (Rushto~, 1966 and 
\ 
Entwistle and En.twistlc, 1970). 
•/ 
. {b) The effects vary depending .on· the. criteria used •. 
Lynn. ~57) found that neuroti·cism had a different 
effect according as the criterion uas school work in • 
' , . '
~ngli~h or in arithmetic. 
{c) Sex differences. Entwistle and Cunningham (195.8~ 
. . ~ 
found that attc1.inmcnt uas hig~cs 
· .. stable extravert. For boys 
in the stable'introvert~ 
V • ST_UDIES RELATED TO S'l,UDENT ACHIEV 
,._ 6iJ , 
. . ' 
for the 
nent was pighost · 
A 




I . j 
0 
• The s tudies revie1-red in the previovs s ec!ion vicHed t'he " , . 
• ,. 0 
-. 
; 
iildiviilual a s .an isola'j;.ed unit. Tho s tudit;.>& belou considC!r soeioeconomic 
I ' . . 
status ~s a spciological de~ermin~nt of student achieve~ont~ · These 
... 
....... , .. 
0 ' ·~ 












studies again arc of minor interest and o~ly mention is made. · 
. , 
'· 
Numerous studies are · ;wailabl~ 'att~lilpting to _J;elate· s~cio-
economic status with acadrmic\~chiever.ent. ~tos~ of these 'studies work 
' ' 
Gibboney (1959), Giammatteo {1967} and Peck (i97l) 
• • • 0 () 
with young children. 
support the hypothesi~ that higher ~chieve~cnt is associate~ with .higher 
socioecono~ic status~ · ~. \ 
\ 
Davis an'ti Frederiksen ( 1955). refuted this· hypothesis. However, 
1h;fr sirnpie con::;istcd of university tiaduating studen;ts. ~1-.:ly found that 
. ~ .. , . 
·' public ~chool' g:radu.a tes were superior academically to private · school 
, II( ' \ I 
graduates during the freshrtan year and that this superiority was . I _ _, 4 
' . 
maintained during the sophomore yea~. even thoueh the two groups did not . 
~iffor with :regard to ability. ~ 
. ~ I . 
Davis and Frederiksen of?r a poss.ible explanation for {heir 
Since the· public school graduates are from some'~zhat lorrer 
. . . I . - I ' 
. . 
stat~s, college is an i~portant oeans of enhancing statust 
private graduaies, on the ather,. hand_. \ need only to t.J.intain their 
'-
' 
· status level. For the ·latter group, therefore, simply· graduating from 
college may be more· important than the academic record they establish. 
This negati.ve m~tivational factor 1~ not present' in sch.ool chiidren of 
.. 
. . an earlier age and :thus high academic achievement "in children of. high \ . ' . ' ' . 
' -
4
• socioeconomic status is due. to ot~er factors. 
SUMNARY · "-. . . 7 
' \: 
" , .. 
.. 
·: / 
Reported studies sh?w .conflicting results a~' to tne e~fec_t -of 
I 
• _, • I , ' f' • ..~. 
learning style (hi~hly ~re~ted as opposed to 'little or no ~rection) 
. -
on .science learning. Kline found no significant 'differences in 
~ .. 
- ~' 





















.. • ' 
.... ·-· · . 
·achievement in a teacher-directed envlroM.Dnt and a student-directed ,· 
··i;'· . ., 
environment. Rainey, how~ve~, found sienific-:Lnt differences ~etween 
a directed environment and a nondirected dnviromaant -,on a performance 
laboratory exa.m but not on a written laboratory exam. In Kline's· . 
... 
· study no .di.ffe.rence ·in . preference for styles was found~ nhilc Hispe 
..... 
'-
anp. Br:orrn -: found a pr~erence for a direc~~ve lcar~ing en\r.tromaent. · A . 
. ~~. 
thorough seal;'ch of literature did not reveal any studies which uere 
• 
specific to the 'learning_of science processes. 
·. 
Several studies are available 1-ihich attempt to ~look at 
:- 25 . ~ 
interactions of learning style and student personal-ity.' Evi!lcnce tends 
a highly ~r~cte·d·· (structurcJ) lea.~ning to support the cl~tention that 
style -benefits Je l~1mr ability, introverted, a~d dependent students 
., • ; , u . 
mor~;than a style in ~:hich the teacher plays a SUbmis~ive role, ~OHeVcr, 
in such studies where the criterion was achicve~ent the process ~mention 
of. science was ne·glected: Studies, if any, relate!l learning style . and 
"'· \, . 
' st\!dents. socioeconomic status hn.vc not bean reported • 
. Studies relating educational achievement to personality variables 
iand ·socioeconomic status, · _p~ri_pherally related to. the studj. sho1-r 
~ 
diversified· results, This diversity seems · ~o relate to di:fferences in 
. 
age and sex 'of obj(lcts. and academic discipiine tcQted. · 
,,. 
• •' I 
















l ' ' · ~ 
• I 
CHAPfER III : 
. ·l·, ' 
Y. T~ DESIG~ oF THE "sTUDY 
\ 
This· chpa. ter contains a _de~cription of· the ~nstruments and 
~ > procedure~ used in this' st~dy. The study i~vcstiga.ted (1) achievement 
• > 
. . . 
of' science· processes~ a s~ructurcd and _an ~structured learning . 
. : environment, (2)" student preference ~or learning style, '(:3) . possibl~ 
ip.tO;rv.ciions. between +ain per~onali ty varia.~les and sOcioeconOmic 
' status a.nd o the ~earning styles. " _ J lJ 
I, SAMPLE USED IN THE STUDY I 
~o I , 





. from. Twi)-linga.te Central Elcmenta.:pr Schoo~, ~willingate, Nf'ld. and t 1-ro grado •. 
~ · 
~lx . ol.~; ... ~ss fr.o-:1 Sto . Jo:;;ellh'.:~ EJ.~:r!':nt~:r.-y School, Win~!; or., Nfld; . T11o . 
ponstt?.il!t~ i!lflu·:::ncb$ . th~ scll)ction of nchool~ invo_lvcd Horoa ( 1) . since the 
. . .... . . 
-investigator was· interested in the .. student's socioeconolllic status as it 
. interacts with ·the .. treatm~t~, the c'ommunities ·selected needed-to contai.n 
·a . wide' rangel or ... ,fa ther' s occupa. ~ion~, the criterion u~ed to determine th~ 
. ' . .. ' . . 
' I ' • \ j ' • < 
SO~i,OOC~O~fc~ ranking' Of "' the ~tudents, , (2) since the study liaS . Cond\:1Cted 
• > • - • " 
late in the ·school year it 1-ra.s important to ha~e c.lasses that did. n_ot 
. have th'e .ESCS cours~ dU:~ing th~ year, ·O~h~rwise SOr.le of the activities 
' ' 
,carrie(· out ~ould be duplicated in the· study. 
( ; ' \\ . 
' 
Schools selected did not 
' . . 
ruive the ES'CS course in gxa.de six, nor\7.in any previous grades. The tuo 
•• • I ~ ' 
. classbs selected £rom . St.~ Joseph • s' Elem~ntary were group~d heterog~neously • . 
The classes from _ Twplinga.to Central Elementary 1-rere grouped 
. . . 
' . 











....... ~J ?7 · 
' -
. - ~ 
I- ' ' ' j 
. homogeneously according 'to past academic· performance, Random selection 
.was not possible -due to ·the school setting. .. 




This study was carried out as . . part_ of a broader study in ~1hich 
tho .e-ffects of a number of other independ~nt variables _ w~re inv~st,fgated. 
This arrangement allowed two investigators to wo~k as a team in the 
constru~tion 6f instrUments and conduct of the experiment • 
• •• ! 
The investigators first selected from the ESCS course five 
. ( 
sequential activities on balancing and five se~uential activities on 
. I . . . 
density-volume. Each activity was arranged. in a structured and an 
unstructured atylo as defined in Chapter I. _ 




'The pilot study served .two functions& (1) ·to determine -~~t 
. . 
problems would' be encoynte:z:cd w.hile the student~ were en~g~d it\ the_ : 
. . ·: ' . . 
· activities, and (2) to determine the reliabili~ies of' the achievement 
• • • f t 
tests ·and the test. of prefc:z;ence for the ·learning r;tylc, 
Twof classea of grade six students were sclect~d from , D~wson 
Elem~n~ School, st. ~ohn's. -The pilot study_Has conducted over .a 
two week period. One class· engaged in a set' of activities :related tQ. 
. . . 
balancing ~n an unstructured learning style. - The . other cla~:;s engageP. 
. . . ~ 
,. 
(' 
in a set of activities related to densij.y-volume in a structured l earning 
. . . 
. ~ 
style .• ; The 'inve~:>tigators noted any diffi($.lties experienced by students. 
' - J 
These difficulties were only ztlno;r and -th~occssary changes were made 







. ~ L .: .. . 
-~ 
., When- the aoti vities ltere GOmplet(\d each class was given the 
. process achievemet:~-t t~st rela~ed -~o the a·ctl~ities ~hay did dJing the 
. . 
two week period, In add.i tion, a semantic differential . was administered 
. . 
in - ~n attempt ;to dete_rmine the _students' · at~itude toHard 't ,he style of 
learning during that per~od. After two wecJ4· -tfie , Ptocess achi~vem~nt 
I 
tests and the semantic' differentials llere again administered,' The 
calculated reliabili ties oi the sefi13.ntit differentials ·were low due to 
the lack Qf a differential :response tor styles ,combined with highly 
' . 
favorable responses for both_ styles. This~necessitated~'a revision of. 
I : <'I ' ' t ,.... • 
this instrunent. The · reliabil1t1es of .the achievement tests were of 




. I • I 
. ·The Jun~or Eys~nck Personal! ty Invento~ and The Dependence 
. . 
Pr~mine_ss Sc.a.le were administered to · the classes· sele~ted at- \UnclSor' 
and Twillinga.tc · prior to conducting the experiment. The occupations of 
the sttdents' fathers were obtained at the . .;,.~e time, • . . 
. I During the cour~e of . the experiment one ,investigat.~r worked ~i th 
·' two clcisse·s at St. Joseph's Eiernentary School, }{:tndsor and the other 
. . 
investigator -worked -.rith two classes at Ttdllingate Centr~l Elementary 
School, Twillingate, For bc;>tb learning styles the activities werEt 
,..--:-:·. . .. . . 
process based and were carried Oft by students working .in -pairs, During 
. ., ! . •. ... ... ' 
-the · st~ctured learning s:tyle .• s(~?-ent_s. were presented ·with p. ~etailed 
• . .. . ~ . • 0 . . • • . 
instruction sheet designed to ori.ent the st].tdents 'toward a predete_rmincd 
28.: 
,. . ·. 
· _ . _gm;t. _The. t~achers novccl ffeely ~o.ng the student~ duri~c; the course of' · 
~- the aotiy~tic~ .!~nd ~osed que~tions . on significant aspect~f 'th~ activity. 
' () . . ' .. . 
0 
tr · ·. 
, · 
~. 















~ . . 
. If ~tho students diverged from the instruction sheet, the teacher atteQpted 
' .. 
to rcorie~t the. stuaents. During the ·post-activity discussion, the · 
• . . t~acher posed qu.,stions and . the students asked questions.. However, in 
••• • • p • , • • 
· the discussion the ·teacher attempted to direct the students . to reaching 
the' right. conclusions. 
.- Dux:_ing the unstwctured lea;rning sty~, .students were .. given ... .. 
' ,., 
,. 
~he purpose of the· ac_tivlty, and f:he~ ..... necessary apparatus • .. However, they 
,, 
~ • I • • "" 
were not given instructions on how to, achieve the . object'ive. The 
. . . . I 
t.eac~er moved freely amo~g the studeQ.ts during the co~qe of the . 
. . 
activities but posed no questiona to the stucients. Any eli vergence from 
• v' 
the specific goals was _not prevented.· Dm·ing the post-activity discussion 
. . . ~ 
. . 
the teacher asked no questio~s but attempte9,. to ans~er the students~ , 1· 
. ' ' 
. ,. 
questions irrespective of th.eir' relevance to the ori inal objclctive, 
• 
Prior to and following each set of activi tH~ each clas~ was· .. 
, 
' ' . 
given the· science process achie-vement~ test related t th., activities of 
the week. Each c~ass experie~ced both learning styles and berth sets 
I 
of activities as· shown in Table I. It. is ?oted that the des~gp was such 
. 
that the order of presentation of activity' time and learning style ' 
. ~ ' 
wero counterbalanced. ' ' 
, .. 
At tbe end of each week a semantic differential related to the 
?-earning style of the :week lla·s given· to each class to determine the 
. . 
s~udent • s attitude to <that Pa-rticular s~lo of learning. Each sei!'.antic 
_differential required approxir:t3.tely 10 'minutes to administer, It . · 
' . ' 
lm.S intended ·to determine the students' p~ef'erence for learning style 
.t . 
.. 
by considering attitude. score d.iffe~encos. However, .the lack of' a 
,·I I # 
., ' ' 
· ··.i differential response for sty~os co:r.tbined l-li th highly favorable .. 
.. responses for both styles made this~_ins~rur:rent inadequate for uSC 
'. 
... 
. ,· ~ 
"' · 
. ' "": .- ~ .. 
·.l L 
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SUID'IARY OF SEQUENCE OF PRETESTS, TREATMENTS, POSTTESTS AND PREFERENCE INSTRUNENT · 
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h'EEK 11 ..,.. 
PRETEST MODE POSTTEST. 
TOPIC 
~ 
Del'lSity Unstructure~ De~ity 
Density 
Balancing Structured· Balancing 
. Balancing ' 
Density Structured. Density . 
Density 
-
Ba1ancing Unstructured Balancing 
Balancing 
~ . 
·. ~ ~ ... 
.. 
~ .. · 
.,. 
·' t :f 
t...,.. ; .. . ... · "· ' ·: 
'· .' ... ·J:. .· 
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?.· • ~ I 
:· .. 
r. I . 
• : l. 1 r . II • 
" .• • . ' ; f ' · - ~· \• . • 
in -··t.h~ .. study. /·' Conse4u~ntly. ; a_ modi~~~a tion_ ~f thi~ instrument-,...!_l~d to be 
undertaken ana ad~inist~red two weeks follorling the termination of the. 
acti:ities • . I . , . . . . . _. . 
i ' • . . ;-
, . 
..,.~, ·~ :l $, TESTiNG Illi>TR~MEN~ . ; , . . . 






..... . ' 
\ ' ' .... 
·. 
. ·. ·-,.··~-. . I. The Junior Eysenck Personality, Invcnto;cy, 
.... . ' 




- ---... ... 
. This inventorY liaS desi~ed, to measure the two ma'jor per~ona.li ty 
va~~ables o~ ncurotici~m or' ~motionality, and extraversion~introversion 
• ' • I 
The· 60 item. sc~lf? .is an e~tension of the Mauslsey · ' ' ..... .. ' in children. 
Pers.onal.i ty Inve~tory and the Eysenck Personai1 ty Inventory. · ( J-Ianuai. 
fo~ · the Junior EysEmck Person~lity Inventory, 19~J) . . . . . ;- _\ .·: · 
' . ~· ------. . . . .. .. - ' . . · --- . - ~plit-half as ~ell. as test.:rctest reliab1:}.1ty ~oefficicnts ~ I : ll • • • --:---- --- ·· ... 
h.l.ve l:~cn. ··f9U.'1d, " The reliabiliti-es average be.tHe ·-0.~.8, 1 
. ' 
. . 
~e~i~ili~y ten~ . to inc~ga~~ 
. . -- . so; for n,euroticism. .;-r:. 
I . 
'. 
.. · .. _· ' . ~ r 
V..ery ' little is ·knoun about~ the validity of the Junior EJnenck,:-
a . . .. 
-~ 
Personality Inventory. However, in one study 
' • 'IJ, • ' ~ • • 
~ine. c~il.dreri, .gu~dan~e ,Plinic subjects, ~~~re 
,::r._ ' 
two hundred. and twenty-
; 
I '. • 
testod and rated i:ith-- ~ . 
. . ~ . ., 
respect· t,o ·the e~trav.erted or i~tro'vcrtcd . nature of their symptoms,· and 
, . . -. \ . 
o' I I • - o • ' " • ~ • ' ' 
it. was found that the group as a whole 'Has ve~y sign.ifi.f:B-~tlj' above the 
. /1- . ' . . - . . -'· . _...... . ·a~'ci"'tldartlf~ati~n group. with rcr;pect ~o neurotic~sn, a"nd tha~, . i~erc was ' ·· -· 
. . . . . ·. . !, . ·" C! • I --- · - .-
a ·'very significan:t difference witp<respect ~o~ extraversion bshieen ·: 
: . . . ' ~ . . 
"'. ' . . "'. . . ~ . \ 
p children showing_extraverted sympt9ps and thoseoshowing intro~~rt~d 
. . .. . .. ~ .. . - . 
symptoms • 
\'1 
_e - i 
·. 
' • !i. ·.- ~ 
'' .. 
't... . - ~ \ . . 
, . . . " . . J - ·,; . 0~ - • • • • ~ 
.. . · · · ·l'~:· J .. . .. -



































2. The-Dependence Proneness -Scale 
This scale was developed by Flanders, Anderson ahd Amidon (1961) 
0 • 
and-includes items that,. describe. ~tudents who are conplying to_adults and 
.. , ' .. 0 .::. • .... .. ":'t- . 
conforming t:o . grou~· pressur~s_ •. Item· analysis on an initial150 ite~ 
d battbry r~eulted ~n the 4.5 · item scale used. in this ~st~dy·. .. 
' ' ..... . 
• \ ' -:> • \. 
The reported reliability of the 45 item scale is 0,68;-the 
~ --!;' 
esti~.ated standard·. error ' of mc~surcnent is 2'.9) fo; a -~ingle score. 
'" ' '- ' 1 p ' -.;;,"\,. o ' , A 
'" .
' . Si.nce· the scale had n-ot been used locally prior to this_ st~dy, · 
<> 
the 45 item ' scale .:as adninistere'd. on two occasions spaced ab_ o~t 10 ' 
• 1 
• (.> 
days to _a gr~de seven class at McDonald Drive Junior .High School, st. 
.. J'ohn'~ • . "The means, s-taqdard deviations for boys a~d 'girls and the 
t ( • I') 
· tcst-ret~st ~rrelation c~e-ffic.ient ar~ .given in Table II. The lower 
ol!, 
f'a : " • I . 
mean and higher statldard deviation of the boys are consistent. Hi th oux. 
.. o . .. . G • ~ 
• ' < • • 
. ' . 
cultural expectancy ?f ~~eater male independence,and variability. · 
. . 
.Cbnside:ting the Sr.!all sample, and the _ elaps.ed. time between first and 
. . . . 
~~' • ~ • • 4 • , • \o ' 
· second adninistrations ·the results are in reasonable agreement with 
... . 
· those. report~d. 
. 4'. 
- ' . 
· .. - .. 
) _L A Socioecono;,ic Irrdcx for "o·ccupati6ns .. in Canada 
~~ ' ~ 
-~The Socioeconpnic Index for Occupa,..tions in Canada., deveiopcd by 
, • ' ' "' !) .. • • 
BiishciL(1967) uses· a> s1mple fW1ct1ori· of the distribution of education 
J', ' "'> I 
• • # • J. c> • • • 
and inco::\e to rank )20 occupations in Canada.. The scores Here deternined 
t.ll> ~ .. • 
~ . 
:, from l.be pe:tCGnta{je. d:f males in each , o~'~pa)ion· .. ~hose i?CO;;'JC 'Wa~ !=eported 
' .,. 0 ' •• ~ • • ' ' &" • 
to be ·$51 poo pr oyer during the . prececding 12 rdonth period n.nd. the 
. .. .. . . . . . . 
,I 
. . 
p~rcentage whQ .ha d attended at leas t the fourth year of high s chool. 
... ,. • l 
The ~scores range fron 76.69 for Chcrnical.Engincers tq.25.J6 for Trappers 
• • .. .. - -." p. • . ~~ 
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TABLE II 
~ r ) . 
. ME~, $TANDARD. DEVIATION AND RELIABIDITY OF l:HE.:-DEPENDENCE .;RQ.NENEss·. SCALE \ ,. \ . . 
,. . 
BOYS .: GIRLS ·: 
.p 
•J 
~lEAN ' STANDARD MEAN .STANDARD CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 
DEVIATION DEV.IATI9N . 
• 
(TEST-RETEST}" . 
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The va,lidity of this instrument has been s_u,Pportcd· ·by_ 
· correlating scorcs ·with the Pineo-Porter scores_~hicp __ uses_the·average 
. . 
evaluat;on nade of an oc~ur~tiona.lt~itle by a national sa~ple to 
· ' 
. . 
• establish its socia~standlng. 
~. Achievement Tests of Science Processes 
. . , . . : . . 
Two ~osts, one encompassing activities related to balancing 
" . ~ . . ~ 
, 
. . 
and the other do.nsity-volwne, were constructed by the investigators. 
I . Items trer~ constrl.l,Cted. which attempted to test the processes 
J • • 
~mphasized in the .-activltles. 
_were expected- to be completed 
Each test consisted of 15 ite,r.ts · ~thic;:h 
in apl'ox~nately ~p minutes. In the · 
., ' 
achievement test related to density-volume the !terns were nultlple choice, 
while th~ natUre o.f. the items ·on balancing dictat~d the need.for a 
_yarled response _on this achievemen.t tes~. 
-.In the· construction of thede items the AAAS Competency ·r1easures · 
. 
. . 
. · and Could.irtg1-s ( 1972) tests of science proc~sses served as guidelines. 
. ~ .. ~ 
qouldin·g, 9owever,_ found t~a.t many of thE: 1 terns he us~d were too . 
difficult for the students t'tlsted. , There ·was· some indication that the 
. ' 
- J · ' • 
' . - . ~ -:~ rep.ding level of some ·of these items was beyond tha.t of the stud.ents. 
Conseq~e~tly, in trder t: ,partially alle.viate this problem ·a' . . 
: I ' ' 
validation procedure involving grade six teachers was used. In this 
. J' • ' . 
- ~alidation procedure '(Tannenbaum, 1971) the tests uere submitted to 
. . ,, . . ""' ' . 
six validators, three of yhom. ar~ciencc educators and three involyed 
. . . ' ' \ ~-
. . 
with teaching the ._ESCS course at the .. grade :?ix level,- The validators 
met th~ following critcrias 
1.· Taug~.t childJ::en at the1 cleraentary school or prepared :· 
' 








l '' : 
. ·!' .,. . .. 
~ . l.t... ' 





2. Were recommended by at l~ast one of the science educatora, 
in the Department of Cur~iculum and Instruc.t,i~n. : 
.. . ... 
Either or both of1 
:< · ·-~~ - : ')•. 
). Had published or ·do~~ research in science education, 
4. Had worked with a curriculum project. 
Each validator uas asked to scale each item in'tcrm$ 'or 
. -
• ·c~rity, app~opriateness in light of process tested and difficulty 
• 1: t1 ,.,. 
with regard to age level. Items with a~ average of less tha~ 2.5 on · 
' . 
a 5 po~nt scale \-rere revised or removed from the test,·• · 
The reliabil:i ty lras determined at the end of the pilot study 
p 
' ! 
;by a -test-retest _methodw Table II~ shOHS t~e mean,' standard deviation- , 
and rel.iabili ty · cMffic\9nt ·of the· two· ·proccs<.f ac~ieverilent t!3s ts. 
.· 
~ 5. The Prefer~nce-._,Instrument 
. ~ 
.. . Osgood { 1967) _served as a re_f~~ence . in the construction Qf two· · 
. . 
semantic differentials designed to measure students• attitude toward 
' . . . 
' " a.' stru_cturcd fl,nd an Ul_lS~ructur,cd learning style-~ ''Learning with many . 
. . 
Instructions"· and "Learning with few -Instruc~ions" ·were the concept$ · 
.. 
used, ' ·The same bipolar adjectival scales were.used for .both and an 
• • t • • 
t \ • • • 
attempt was made to ·include_ sca_les ~~~h on the evaluative component 
with neglible loadings.on other fac)Prs. 'It was intended to determine 
a difference score which would·indicate the students' preference for 
. . 
leaming st'yle, ... 
Q 
--In order to deterrnin~ the reliability of semantic differentials 
the instrunent ap~roprlate t _o .the le<:tming_ st_rle Has administered on 
two occasions spaced .about two \-leeks to each -of <the ~ad.e s~x classes · 
us~d in the pilot· stu~. _Results in~cated : a rivorable attitude 
.·• . l • • 
. ·•. . ... 
... 
. ' I • 1.!_ 
' . 
• : 
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c. ... TABLE -III 
. . 
. I ·"'· 
· . . MEANSt STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND_ RELIABILLTJ;ES OF THE PROCESS ACHIEvEMENT TESTS. 
- .. 
~ 
FIRST ADrUNISTRATION . SECOND AD~1INISTRATION 
.. 
<) 
. ~iEAN STANDARD , ~~AN STANDARD CORRELATION~ CQEFFICIENT 
Process Achievement 








































































· . . 
·· 'tolJard bot~ learnittg styles suggesting a· -possible Hawthorne _e.ffect • 
. • . 
·To d_etermine the reliability of. ea~h instrument the Pearson-r 
technique was used to calculate the reliability of each student's 
. , . . 
responses an~ the net reliability coefficients were obtained~ The 
reliability coefficients ·were found to be essentially zero, .The, 
1 "I 
. . . 
unreliability reported wa,s, , hOHeVer, related more to the technique usep. 
. . . -
for computation ~h~n to th~ instrument. 
'llhe highly positive responses for both semantic differentials · 
l~ad to the decision to .modify this instrument in a uay which would 
. . • •, c • 
force students to indicate a. prefer;nce for lea~ins · style, Ten 
questions ·lJ<~re. constructed which !JSed those a~jec~iv~s origlna~ly 
. . 
fo~d . in th~ sematic differentials. In each case the student was 
. . ' 
required to in~icate· the set of activities which best answered the 
questions, .The responses we~e the~ scored ?n eleven point scale, 0-1 
' . 
.' 
indicating prcfere~c~ for density-vol~~e, 4-6 indicating 'no preference, 
{ ~ 0 
7-.10 indicating preference for 'balancing, The sco;res were than 
<:,. . 
. ·cato.gorized in such·-a way to indicate preference for learning style· 
rather than type · of activity. 
dJ ' • \-. 
. Since 'the construc.tion of this . instrument llaS post facto, no . 
validity o+ rel,.iabllity" determinations were carried out·, 
' . '. '._, ._ 
• 
. 'IV. STATISTICAL DESIGN 
.. 
· ... ~.,. ,'1. 
... . . . 
',, . 
' ~ • ' ~'· I 
·.The investigator wished to determine whi~h learning style, .. if . 
• • J ' • . 
~~ . ~ . . . . ~ :' ~ 
either. resulted in-a significantly greater achievement of s~ience , .. 
' . . . . ( . . 
-processes. Also,· any interaction ·of pc.rsonality and· socioocono:aic 
' ( .. . . 
status ~ith ·learniJ:lg style as'· ·u affected achfevcnent was of in~ercst • 
. ' 
. I 
+.'· . -~ 
I 
, ; · 
~ . 
.· ~· 









·. } . . . · 








' . . " . . . 
To deterrn.ine ·if such main «;ffects and interactions existed the ~nv_est:igator 
. ' . used multiple linear-regression in a procedure equivalent to two way 
• 
analyses of variance uith r.Q. an~ pretest sco~es ~'as covariates.; 
t • • ··· \' 
". This tec~ique uses a linear W~ighted CO:::lbination of the in~pendent ·· 
' ! 
variables .to• predict a cr.iterion. The weigl)ts are calculated in: such a 
., 
~a.y as to make error sums of squares a minimum. "'The goodness of· predicti?n 
of, the regression equation is given by a ·multiple c ·orrela:tion c·defrlcient 
. . . , ' 2 . . · . ' 
(R). _The square?- multiple correlation {R ) represents the . . aino'unt of. ,. 
·v~riance ,accounted for by this eq.uation. To deie:t!Jdhe if a variabie ·. ,  
contributes to the· predictabil~ty of the crlt~ilon two models. are constru~ted, 
• I ...._ , 
, . 
. ~o·ne {referred t ·o·· as a · i'ull model) •Which includes the . predictor variable·· ' 
I . . .- ·. 
under investigation and one (referred to as a re·stricted model) excluding 
. . . 
- ., . ' ' . . ... 
, . "' .. I • 
this predictor, To test the significance of the contril;mtion of this . 
. II . . . . . . ~ , 
.variable to the,.. predictability of the criterion an -F rit:to is "detemined. 
I . 
lf ·the· .probability of getting an F value is greater than or equal .to alpha 
" . 7 . . 
. ·~,...,.., 
(where alpha is. gem~rally chos~n in advance to be 0.05 or o.ol);·the · r 
/ 
.' a.ddi tion of· this variable .does not add significantly to the prcdictabili ty 
. . . . . ' . 
of the criterion • . A full description of this technique can b~foUnd in 
F;lat~n (1968) and Kelly, Beggs, .and Hclleil: (_1969) ~ 
· ·.The ·nature of the study requlre~ · con~truction of two ~chie.vement . 
. . 
tests, Standardization uas ca:rried out over both tests, that is, both 
. . tests were tre.~ted as bei~J:g equivalent. The · probleo of tes;ts• .differences 
~was thus not accounted. for, ·· Analysis of data ~lith respect to thes-a tests 
c . 
indipa.ted that sufficient similarity Mde the standardization procedurQ 
I 
-
used satisfactory, If, however, each test had been standa~dized 
. . 
• ' l g 
' . . individ~ally~a possible anterac~ion ~~. type of activi~y and treat~ent _to . 
. . .. . 
affect _a.chiE;Y_etnent m~y haVe ·Shown Up •. 
~ ;· . 
\ 
... 






,, .· (. 




. · The experiment ~as partially de~iirted to· determine if a ( 
preference . esists .. for: a s.tTI.atured 'or an unstruct,;ed learn'ing st~le, . . • 
· ·A determinition of inCe·ra.ctions of personality and socioeconomiq -status . . 
. . 
with the treatments to affect student preference was· also carried out, 
.. Th~. preference i1.1strwnent i~dicated; :for each student, _preference for· 
\ · ,lhe structur~d learning style, no preference, or preference for the 
, . ' \ ' . . 
-
unstructured iearnin5 style, A preferenc:e · ftequency tabulation of 
preference for th~ structured and unstructured learning styl~s and no 
() . . . ' . 
prefere~~~·; was tW~~~ and th~s was cross tabulated by the variables of 
interest. The chi:.sqOO:re statistic Has than used to compare ' the observed. 
' 
- . . 
r~sults with those expected on the sta~ed hypotheses • . For each category, 
obse:t;Ved and expected frequency: tabulations were qetermined.. From this ' ·· 
. ..: . 
informatioll the · chi-square value was calculated,,-:- This value ·indicated 
., • ~ . ~ . ' t ·" 
the goo~of flt between the observed an~ e·~~~cted. results. Fr~m the . 
. \ . ~ . ··~ .. . 
· chi~square value the probability of . the restiit occurrins 'by "chance could 
. . . '\. . . .... 
" .:-.;., • (i .. • . ' .. 
'--bp. .found frofo\ an· appropriate ~ble;·~ signif'lcant deviation between the 
\ . : . . : . . . 
~ ooserVed and:e~pected tabulations· indicated that the results .are due to . 
.,. . ' . . 
.! 
soiqe fa_ct6r other than chance. 
The idea of independence using t~e - chi-sqaure statistic is 
·equivalent to ~ lack of in'l;eraction" using multiple linear regression. 
. . . . 
That is,. a given chi-square value ~tth an associate~ probability less 
than the 0,05 9ignificance level indicated the results were not due to' 
. . ' - . 
·chance a.nd the 'variable\ a.ro not ind~pendent, For a more cxtensi:v~ 
discussion of the. chi-square statistic refe.r ·to J1cNemar (1969) and 
Garrett ( 1966). · 
•' - ~ . 









ANALYSIS OF DATA 'I 
I 
.. 
. . . 
The presentaiion and discussi~n of tbe results will'be given 
·in two se~tions. Section A wi~l dea~with the main effect of learning 
• t 1:1 • .. 
style on achievement (hypothesis 1-A) and possible. inter~ctions of the 
.· . 
-
.Independent variables with the learning styles to affect ~chievement 
. ~· . - . (h~pothese's 2~-1, 2-A-Z, 2-A-), 3-A). Section B will-al .with the 
main effect ot learning style on prcfetence (hypothesis ·1-B) and possible 
~ . . . 
I > 
interactions of the independent variables with the learning sty~ps.to 
. a~:f'e~t p~efe~ence · · _(hypothese.s "2-B-1, 2-B-2, 2~B-_J,·, 3-B) ~ . . . 
SECTION A 
' . ~ .. ~ 
I " r · 
----- r Tabl.e IV gives the intercorrclation~etHee.n the independent and 
. . , . 
dependent·variables under investigation in the study. Correlations · . 
b~tween indap~ndent variables 1-r~re.loH. and justifi~d investigatin~ these 
variables independently. Table V gives the average I.Q. for ,each plass 
• • • • f' 
invest~gated in.the study. Th~ tables related.to achievement . ~cores are 
I • • J 
of two basic designs and a disc~ssiori . of the design of one table from each 
· will· suffice, 
,, ~( ·Tables VI e;iv~s .the posttest means and standard .deviation for 
• # f • • ' 
each: fioup for both t~e · structur~d and t?e unstructm:e<;l learning styles, _· ·~ 
I' 
Also pres,ntcd in this ~able are. th~ mo~ns for each ~oup i~e~p:ctiv~ 
of learnirig style. - - · 
)' 
• F 
·. Jt' ._.· ' 
• -i 
. . ,. 
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NEUROTic1rSM . -o,lJ 
. DEPENDENCY -o.Ol 
SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS. ~.)0 
I,Q, 
... Pretest Scores· · 
Pos'ttest Scores 
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I ' · l TABLE- VI 
·I . 
. ~ 
MEANS AND -STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF ACHIEVEI1ENT SCORES FOR LEARNING 
- . ~-
STYLE, CLASS, TYPE OF ACTIVITY 1 TIME 1 AND I. Q •. Lli;VELS , 
· Vl\lliA}lLE ST!1UCTURED Y,NSTRUCTURED CAT~GORY 





Treatment 8.38 2.29 ?.?6 2.62 
II .. • • • • •••--w•~·~-~~•a••"••~ 
c / 
~~· I '. 8.65 1.93 ?.54 2.39 8.11 
CLASS I II 8.63 2.31 ·9.88 2.22 9.30 III ?.40 2.1? 6,84 2.21 ?.11 
IV, . 8.91 ; 2.41 6.?6 2.32 ?.'79 
\ ' 
. 
TYPE 0F BaThncing . 8.68 2.13 6.80. 2.26 ?.?4 
ACTIVITY Denslty . 8.13 2.41 8•?9 2.57 8..46· 
---1!0**...- I ..l.-a ....... --~- -
TJl.iE Week I 8.?8 2.18 8.33 . 2.68 .8.56 Week II a.oo 2.]4 ?.13 2.39 ?.57 
• 
-rc---rrr w· ..... --. ... -.. - .- ..... 
' 
-High .9.80 . 2.12 9.31 2.63 9.5~ 
l.Q.· Nedium 9.08 2.67 7.63 2.'15 . ?.86 
·. \ LO\f 7-55 2.0) '· 6.)8 2.)4 .6.97 
----.:~-... ·' ............ 
-
= ..... & ... • ....... 
.._.......  ..,....._..., __ 
. ........ ' 
\_ 
,•· 
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. ~. , 
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: ' .. 
·~· : 
- . .. ;' - . 
• I t '" 
- Table VII gives results obtained from a multiple-~inear re~es~ion 
' . I 
· technique \~ed in an analysis of .the post~est'scores. The squared 
mult~ple c~rrelations (R_2) obtained for the full and ·the · ~~tricted 
. -
model --compared in testing each effect is g~v.en. The degrees .of freedom, 
. . . \\' (df) for the numerator and de~ominators of the F ratio, _ tho value of . th~ 
0 ' .' --::. - -~· :. 
F ratio and the probability of obtaining this value are also given. -The 
" ~ ' ·~ J 
J • ·' ' • • • 
final column indicates whether the F value obtained wa& significant or 
0 -·-~ 
not. Probabili~ies of 0.05 or less were considered to .be significant. 
. . 
The-variation of. mean I.Q. for eacn class ~s . shown ~ Ta~le V · 
· and a .. pre~·est mean of 7.29 .with a standard deviati~~ of 2.18 .indicated · 
• • <\ I ~ 
• . > •.
. the need for .control of these variables. 
Results 
I. E~ECTS OF ~lUNG ST.YLE ON ACJ!IEVEl·IENT 
... - .. . . . i 
;. ·) 
't. '· . . 0 
fl. 
·I 
·· . Jizyothesis 1-A. There i'S no significant difference between 
J.: st~den~~ cxp~sed to a stru~tured or an un~truc~~ed learmng style. in . 
the attainment of. specific science processe~. 
. . . 
·Table VII shaHs an· F value ( 4,48)' with p.ri associ?-ted probability 
: ~ ' 
• ' · jl' • ~ 
(p ~ 0,0)), · This in~catcd a significant diff~rence in the learning style~ 
. . . 




The. firs~ . r?t"Jof ~c:bfe VII indid1:tes a 
. .. .. . . ' 
slgnificaJt differenc:.~·' 
.,· 
bet·uoen the learning styles~ nhen achievement is 
. ~ . . ' . . 
used as the criterion. 
I ~ ~ I 
S~~h 'results favor the. structured leariiing sty_le. . Howeve;, s~~ a 
' ' 
. 
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. TAB.LE VII . 
, ..... , _. . . 
~~ ... .. ' . 
. --1. 
' . \ 
• I · 
EFFECTS OF LEARNING STYitE, · CLASS 1 TYPE . QF ACTIVITY, f'INE, .- AJ«> I.Q •. ON, ACHIEVENENT .' 








' . \\ . 
Probability Sigplfi~pe · R~ ·R2 








I.Q. Pretest · r- · 
scores 1/184 0.3231 0.3Q66 4.48 · q.036 \ . . . . . 
~'~~~~----------------------~------------~~~----------------Cla.s~*Treatment 0 " •• • II •r 3/181 '0.3606 o.~-231 . 3 • .54 . 0.016 
. · L"ltentction · · 
' Pqsttest ~ ; 




.3/184 . 0.3231 0.2984 2.23 
..... _f'C" ' -~ 
, " Class · =·:. , l-' i r t . 
0.086-' . N.S. 
A~tiv~ty*~r~tmerit 
· · · Interaction 
" ' " 1/184 0.3126 _0.3096 0.782 
~ 
0~378 . N.S. 
~J. - '- _, 
~· · Activity ·· . . ; 1/185 o.3o4il- o.3o14 o.'796 \\ 0.373 ~ ... . '( _.,N .s. It " 
' . \ .. 
·' · 
-!+ 0 Time ~tment 
Interaction. 
Time 



















' • I 
.0 .2.31 I ;- N.s •. 1/184 · o·.3372 0.3320 1.44 
'· ( .. 
' 
1/185 0.3320 0.3014_· 8A6 0.004 ·.,_ s 0 I 
0.?29 . N.S~ . 2/184 0'•2979 ·. ;0.2955 0.317 
. ~ ..... -
,I 
2/185 0.2972 0.2180 10.4 .. \ o.ooo 
l ...:.. ..... 
' s . . . 
'\·, ·- .. ·-.,_.. 
. . 
• - r. 

















. ~ . . 
·conclusion · could.not be made wi~h6ut investiGating poss~b~e · interact~~n~ 
0 • • \' • 
'o:f class, type of.;·activity, .time, and I.Q. ·with the·treatments. Results 
- I. ' 
; .. ' 
0 i II 
. of these, analyses arc also given in Table VI.I (see Page 45)". A 
signi:.Ci.cn.nt interaction (p ', 0.016) betHeen cin.ss and-treatmen~ exists.' 
.. . c ~ . • .• 
' Inspection of Table VI (soe Page 43} indicates .a higher mean: for classes 
. . " . ~ (' '• . • 0 
' 









'I, III and IV·ln the structured learning style while the mean• for class 
. . ... "' .. 
' . . 
II wa~ ni&1e~ in ' the ~~tructu;·ed' learning style. The evidence of the 
: ' .......... 
interaction is most l~kely attributabl~ t~ some characteristic of class II~ 
lJ • • • • • ' • • .. 
. This interaction .led to a consldera t1on of the factors rrhich might 
"' . ~ - . 
I , I o 
· . contri'Qtite· ·t~ SlJf!h, an effect. Table I (Se~ .Pa~e JOY. sl),mrs that class II · 
~ ,. , . 
~as involved·· wi~h activities r~l~ted t~ .density-.vo~~G in the unstruct.ure~ 
~ , • ( ~~r. • . • f ,.. • ; u I · , ' / J ' jJ 
learning style ciUring the first ,week anq uith . ba.lancing activlti~s lp the ~ · . , · 
. . J~- ,/ 
. ' ,. . . . / 









.· . ~ 
. \..... . , . ., 
. ' 
.... 
' . , ._. 
·. 
.. . 
. . . ~ . 
... ·. 
' .. 
' o ·, • ' • ~ 
no interactions betrreen ·type of activity,. time, 
. ' . 
.. •. ' ' . . . . . . . 
to a~fect ac.htevement~ 'Tt;ms, thes-e fac·tors do .not 
VII (see Page 4~) ~ho1~s 
. ' ' ·.. • ) I 
I.Q. ~~p the treatments 
' 6) 
Table VIII shows e~plain the inter~ction b~t,·reen class and .trea tr.1ents. 
' . 
.. · p • • • . • • 
students from the higher level of neurotici~m achieving better in the 
. ' . .  . ___, \ . 
. ~ . . ~ ,._ 
struc,tured learning styte and those from t~e·, ·loi-r level of neUroticism 
. ~chlE!Vi~g better in t)1e ~stru~tured lear.ning ·sty~.e. This resulted in a 
. ' . 
s'-gnificant interact~on (p = \0~.010). betHe.c'n n~uroticism .and treat.ments 
, o r '" ~ • 
: to,..,:affect achievenent as shown in Table IX eo HoHever, evidence suggest that 
G . • .. . • , ~ . ~ 
.. co • • • • 
· .. Ia:~domization 'in classes "exists in.~he heurot~c~sm distribuili.on ~nd - little . 
·. rea~<?n is 'giv'&ri to suspect a contri~uti~n of this factor to the 
intc~~ction. ~etwcen class ~nd treatments. It is possible that high~-. 
. . ~ . . . . . 
10 order intera.ctions exist involving so.::~e · fa;ctors . no~ investfgatcd in this 
• ' , #, ~ 0 • 
·. study. · Such interactioris may account for superior achievement of class 
0 
;_ • 0 w ' - ... 
0 
I ' 
.· .. . . ~ . . . ; 
·TI. in · the 'unstructured leCP.:"ning s tyle while classe·s. I, III and IV achieving' 








.. :. ~ 
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' ; . 
tl .. ' . . 
• 0 
TABLE VIII · 
, Q 
. . 
.. . .' _./ . 
MEf.N 'AND STAND~RD DEVIATIO~ 0~ ACHIEVEHENT SCO~S FOR EACH 
I . 
- ' ~ . ' 
. · " 
·-
: 
' · . ~·· ' ·. '• . ·.~·. 
. . . ,,.. 
' . .. ' .. 
. . 
:1 ,,, ,' ' '• I : • 
. ' · .. ·:. ~ .\.- .. . . . .. ' 
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-- .~- -~ T . 
~--- ~--- ----~- ------ ·---·--- -- --·-- ----
* · . Dependency Treatnent 2/135 o.j270 o.J206 o.649 " .. 0 .. _,524 ·N.S. 
Interaction .~ 
Depe~dency II' " 2/138 0.3186 0.)002. 1.86 ·0.159 N.S. 
~ 
·. 
. :.· 1 • 
<:> 
~ 
.. ~ . g 
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49 
~cience processe? better _in tne structur.ed learning sty~e. However, 
, 
·it is important to note that although a significant cl~ss-treatment 
. . 








·r'· .. · .. 
.... ~~ . 
-~ 0 . 
This section dealzs with t~ inte_raction· o.f. persona~ity with 
~ 
. le~ing styles-as it affects achievement of ssi~nce:·' proc~sses. 
I 
I 
. Results !· . 
' 
_ HYp~thesis 2-A-1. ~here is no significant inte~~tlon .bte.en , 




The smal~ value ofF (1.?8)·(See Table IX Page 48) indicated that 
· , . 
I • T 
ext'rayersion do~s no~ ~ntera.qt with the, treatments (p )" 0.05) 't~ .af~ect. 
~ I . 
. achievenent. 
.,. . 
The null hypothesis was thus not rejected, . . 
. . 
H:yotbesis 2~A-2. · Tpere is no . sienific~nt. interaction_between 
"' ~· .. . . . . . 
treatment~ and neuroticisn when achievement is use~ a~ a· dependentu. the 
variable .. . · .. 
• . . 
'· . . . . . ......,.~ - . \ 
The value of.F ~4.78)($e~ Table IX Page 48) was suff~ciently Large . 
to give a signific~nt ,int~eractlon · (p-L..O,o'5J •. · .Ne-W:otlcism thus interacts' with 
. .. " .::. . . 
.the tt-eatment~ to affect achievement, The nul;t .. hypothesis was thus rejected·, . 
.... . 
"' - . . 
. HyE_othc~is 2-A-3. There is no signif~~ant interaction betrreen 
. . . 
the . trea.. tments . and depe ndency uhen achievement l's used · .. as a dependent 
va~iable. ' 
~ . 
An F value (0,649)(See Table IX Page 48) uith an associated p-,. 0.0.5 














I • ~ • \ 
ga.v~ ·~o· interac~ion betueen .dependency and the 't~eatme~t~. 
\, 
The null 
hypothesis was th~s not rejected,_ · 
-J ' 
Discussion 
J I The lack of extraversion-treatment and .dependency-treatment 
interactions- wa~ ·contrary to expec~~ ·.Evidence s_uggests (se: c'hapter · 
II) that the intro~orted and dependent s·tudents ~chie~e b~tter in a . 
l~rning . environment which is highly teacher directed, Such conclusions 
- ' 
' could not be reached from the resul~s of this study • . Howe~er, it ~hould _ 
' '. 
· be noted that a· .null 'result may well indicate measureoent arid other 
( 
errors. rather than the true 'ab~cnca of the exp-ected effect. 
. . 
Th~ dir~tion of the neuroticism-treatment interaction was such · 
:hat ~tudents ~igh in neuro~icism achiev~d ·: scien'c': !?rocesses better. -in · 
I , iJ. 
the ~tructured learning. style and those low in neuroticism achieved 
" .-- · . ar ~ .. : . . ~ 
science processes better in the ~structured learning style, Such a 
" • .. 'r- ·•n ·. 
result could be explained if one considers the possib~lity that students 
• • \,. ' • ~ 0 ~lgh ln neuroticism have "'a greater need' for security than those ·iow:: in ·· 
. . . . ' . 
neuroticism, An environment· wh~ch provides this n~eded security would . 
I ·. 
. . 
result 1~ higher .achiOver.~ent for the higher !ie~oti~ :tudents, In v~. · . 
. the neuroticism-treatment inte~action influencing ·achievement a depend~nc~ -
. . ' 
treatmen:t ~nterabtion was ' expected .with · student'~ with a high dependency 
. . . 
l level achie~ing better in the st~ct~style. The ·result of this"st~dy 
did not · sho~ this .interac.tion. t . . · . . ... ~ 
~ 
r.!> 
III, EFFECTS OF SOCIOECONOiHC STATUS ON ACHIEVEHENT 
. ' 
··' 
The study attempted to determine· if socioeconomic status . • ,g 
I • 
'\ .. ) . ' 
' . 
./ 
' \ . .. . 
•, 0 A" u ' 
0 





















· · ·intera~ted with t .he learning styles to affec~_achievement~ The results · 
. ... ' . ' 





Hypothesis 3-A. There is no siinificant interaction between the 
; ,. . 
. ! . 
treatments and socio.economic status Hh~m achievehtent ).s used · a!3 a 
dependent :variable. 
' . ~ . 
Table XI shows the F value (L40) obtaine.d had · an associated· 
' -
· pr~babitity .J?) 0.-05. This 'result indicated that socioeconomic status 
. ~ . 
does not in~eract with the learning _.styles to . affect achievement•. The 
null hyp.othesi~ .. was thus not'. rejected. · · ..  _ 
.• 




Previous research attempting to . .relate soc~oeeonomic status arid' . 
achievc~~nt ·has. not .con~entra te~ s~ecifi~al~y _· o~ ~ntcr~~:,Jo:f' tea~hing .. · .-.' : _· . 
style ·a:nd socioeconomic status. ~~e ~es~lts ·of. ~he s~udy indicate that .... 
no inter,actlon ex'ists be~ween socioeconomic.'status and the learning 
. Styles· USed in this StUdy, again noting, Of C,OUrS~~ that ~.easurement 
. .. ' . ' . 





; · . ·. 
" . 
. ·~ ,. 
SECTION B 
' .. 
• • ' 0 ' • 
· The<'.ta.bles related to an ·analY:s_i~ of the prefere.nce scores are 
si:U~~r ·and a 'disc~ssion of only one . will be _suff~cient •. · 
~ ' <i ' • . • • • • • 'tf 
· ·.. · -?;~~lQ XII . ~lves ari o'bserved ,and ?xpec.tcd pr?fei::enc~ frcqu·cncy 
' ' . 
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TABLE X . 
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. . J<lEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF ACHIEVE-MENT . SCORES 
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EFFECT OF SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS ON ACHIEVEMENT 
. ' 
•· 
Criterion Covariate$ d.f • R2 R2 F. 
· num./den. Full Rest:r·. 
-
:)?osttest I.Q. Pretest 2/176 _Q.J.544 0.)442 1~40 
scores sco:res · ? 
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TABLE XII •• 
·. •. . . 
PREFERENCE FOR LEARNING . STYLE 
• 
. ,S_T-RU-~--~R-E-D-.- --------------~N~EU~~T~. A~·L--~----------------~ ~ . UN~THJC'I')URED . 
_, ~0.!-:..F.~, -----------~(E) . OtE .· 
.52(36) 
• .. 
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. . . 
n~ preference are presented with the expect_ed frequencies _given in 
' ' I • ' , • - -
parenthesis. This t9-ble a'tso gives\he ch~-square va~~e for an ass-~ciated 
' . ~ -
~n~be~ of degrees of freedom, the probability' of: obtaining this value 
.. 
. . " - ~ .. . 
and whether or riot this chi-square value was significant. 
. ' 
. \ 
' (, . 




·. Hypothesis 1-B. There is no sig~ificant difference ~n student 
preference for a stiuctured or a'n tinstructij!e~ le~rni:ng environment. · 
. ol . . . . 
A ~ chi-square of 12·.43 (See Ta:t>le XII Page .54) with an ai:;'sociated 
., • • ' r 
"--"-. ·. 
probabil-ity (p 1.... 0,05) indicat¢ a si~ificant preference for learning 
. . . ·. . v 
s~yle. The null hypothesi.s was t~us rejected. 
':Discussion 
.. , "'· 
. . 
:-· .. 
The in~orrnition. glven Table XII · (Pa:'ge 54) indi-~ate a significant• 
. . . ' . . . 
. ,. 
pre.f'eren e for the structured l~a:rning ~tyle. However, an examination 
' : ~ 
of Table III shows_ a significant. clasq-treatment.' interaction f~r-
t 
preferen • ·.classes I, · 'III 1 IV ·preferred learning in the struct."ured \.' ... · / 
' 0 • ... .... . . 
.. 
learning style· while class II. h~ld preference for t'he uns tructured' 
. . \ ~ 
.. . ' ' 
approach. It is ' interesting to note that .the class ..:.treatment. ·. 
. ~ . . . . 
intera'Ction· for preference is ,in the sa me .direction as the class-
. ' . ' . . 
' . . • 0 
trea trnent interaction for achievement. Tables XIV and XV do not 
. . . . .... ~ . 
' . . '. ·.. . . ·.. . ~ . 
··show an interaction of acti.vity- a·nd ti'TKe with the tr~atments. However, 
. . . , . 
Table XVI s hows · signifiront intera c-llon of. inteJ.ligcnce nith the 
. J ·,, . • 
. ' . 
· . ~rea tments t~ affect: ·preference~ · T~~s .. ~abl~ _sho~s that .'a lar_ger ~numb~F 
r • • 
\ 
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. 'CJ..ASS AND PREFERENCE FOR LEARNDiG STYLE 
' · - ;411 
.. 
"? S1'ltOC'.wHED Nl!.'UTRAL UNS'l'flUC1'URED 
O(I;:)"_ •.. ~ O(E) . o(r.:) 
/ : 18(15) 6(6) ,. 4(7) : ~ 
6(12) ' 
·(. 4(6) 1~(6) 
1~(11) 3(5) 0(5) 
10(14) l0(6) . .. ··. 6(6). 
x· . c:: 25.2 for 6. df, pc( o.os, . s. ( 
. \·. ·. 
. . . ' . . 











STRUOT,\lRED ·. mfSTUt}CTURGD. 
__ T __ Y_l' ..... E -O..._F.-A=r.T . ....-..I\;..:;'rr'"'" . .._Y _____ ....... _· _0_{:-.. FFJ~~l--·----- _ ·-~)._.__ · 





. 6(9) . ' 
1~(15) 
. ~-~ . 
. . 'l- ' . . . x · · = 2,83. for 1d.f1 .P.'>: 0,05, N.S. 
. . . . '. 
. , 
.. 
·, .. ' . 
. ; - . ·, ' • . . 
' • 
;• • D 
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TABLE XV · '· . 
. , . . . 


















. .,. . 
. )( a 0.11 · for. 1 df,·. p;:;. 0.05, N .s. 
. .. 
# • • - • .) r . 
.i ' 
•.' 





. ·. ( 
I~Q. AND PREFERENCE FOR STYLE 
STRUC'J~IJllED . liEUTAAL . UHSTRUCTll.fli!:D 
.. 
O(E) · '. 0(~) .O{E) 
~.5(14) . 1(6) / :i . 12(6) 
' I) 




1'( 6) . 
•", . 
. y1'· .· 
./- == 17.94 for. 4 elf, p ~ 0.0,5; ·s •. ~· ', 
• 0 
. ' 
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•, 
-~ 
of t.hose students who preferred· the_ .unstructured learninB sfyle ·l-rere 
. in th~ hi~h f.Q. group.· In -:preference for the struct~ed . iearning 
J 
style most students were from the medium and· ;Low I.Q.· groups. From 
'• ' 
' I 
these results one· ca~ conclude that the h\gher I.Q. students pre~erred 
:r 
. . 
'the unstructured learning style while those of iotter I.Qi preferred the 
st~~tured-'learnin~ .. style. · .. In thi~ study the_ mea~ :fo'r class II '-
·wa·s higher (10'/ ·a·s com~~ed .ul th 91~ 91', 8?) than the. mean I .Q. f.or 
• • • • \ ) f 
class~s · r. III, IV. It .is 'interesting td note that both a class-
: . ' . -.... ~_ 
· (I ·treat~ent and an I.Q • .!treatment interaction was' .obtained h~re l'lhile .the 
• 0 • 
. ' ~ ~, '"-..... ·o.~-' ·. 
I.Q. -treatment interaction is not pre.sent in· the achiev.ement results. 
. . . . . . J · ' .. . 
(b \ ( 
; . . ~ . 
II. EFF.ECTS .. oF · PERSONALITY ON. ~~EFERENCE FOR LEARNING STYLE 
I 
,. .. 
e . ' 
. ... 
~-- ............. ···. 
.. 
Results · .. . 
Hypothes19· 2:_B-1. · There is· no significant.-effect on J>reference 
for learning style due .to the fnteroction 0~ _treatnents and extraversion. 
.. _ .. · 
The chi-square, obtained ( 1.3) as shown in Table .XVII was .small · 
' p 
in magni~ude w~th a probability greater than'_O.O), Such .a result 
ind.ic~ted no significant. interaction o~ cxttave.rsi~n a~d preference . 
' . ~ . 
. ~ ' 
Hypothesi's. 2-B-2. The~·- is no .significant effect on prefex:ence 




A. larger value of chi-sqp.are ( 4.~7) as shorrn in Table XVIII was 
.. obtai~ed fr~m th~s analy:;;i~ th~m in "th~ previous one. 'However, the · value 
\o(clS . no~ i;_rge ~n~ugh to give a s~gnlficant interaction. The null , 
~ . ( • ' ' - • ' I • 
: ·. hyp·~·th~s~~- wa_s. ~~us ~ot · ~~J~C~ca. ' '· <· 
_·. . · : ·~o:hasls~ .. n-;.· ~~:re is n~ signi-ficant effect on preference · 
.. 
\. 
•. ' . --
' 
' 
_ ... ····· 
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. -· TABLE XVIII' 
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' I o 
" 
. 
. ·' .. 
. .. 
· .· for learning style due 
. ~ . 
. .  --·_:· .·. :r 
!~-~?' : 
to ..!the ~~i'nteraction of troa tr..e4ts and d.epenci(mcy. 
I' • I 
Table- XIX ,shows a la:q~cr · value of . . c.~i-square . ( 6.04) : than in. the_ 
two previo~ ~ases._ }. otwyer, again, tho value was not large enough 
. ~ · to give a .significant interaction. The null hypothesis ,uas -thus not ' 
' "' 0 • • t 






0 • • The re~ult~ o~t~in~d ~e_t ~·~e contrary _to :xpectation, . ''It wa~ 
. ' ,. . . l 
suspecte·d that the extrav~rted students would find more satisfaction in 
. . . 
a ie~rning style in which they · were ~iven nore freedom than. in another 
' . 
d' 
~ ' t 













' su.sp~cted to prefer a restrlct~d l~arnin-:g environment""', Such results 





were not obtained from this study' ~ - ; : ·· 
. \l . . . ... . ~~ ~ ., 
I~· vic~;· of the ·inteX?~-cti.op <of ·n~uroticlsm a·nd. t~ca'\men'ts to 0 0 • 
• J . . ' 
. affect achiev.~ent o~e . would expect an ·in~er~ctio~ of neuroticism and 
0 
preference· for learning style. Again "'Such. r~sul ts were not obtained, 
-
Amidon apd Flanders (1960) ·obtai~ed a significan'l! intera.ction 
of dopend~nc~ and st;ucturcd-unstr~ctured learning style _ w~th the 
', I . I . . 
' ,. . . 
dependent-prone students £avorine th~ structured learning style.~ Th~ 
) " 
1:\ 






' mot he sir: 3-.B. 
. . 
Thore. io ·no signif~·cant 'ef.fect on prpference. 
. for a lea.rning~-stylc duo to the interaction of troatnents and socio-
econ~nic status. 
' ( -.... ~· .' ' 
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.. The ·chl_-square value- as shown i _n Table XX obtainE:-fi. from -:this #- ~ 
. ' $ \.,. .. . '. " : 
a.n.c:lysis _was 2.01,· less than Hha\ is . r~~uire~ to give a signific~nt . . 
. . ·. . ' -· · ·. :. 
interaction at the 0,05 probability level. _The null hypothesis wa~ thus · 
I ... ; • 
' ' 





The. results 'in~c·~ted a preference for .~nd superior aqhievement 
in the structureQ learning style, 
. ~ 
' • f . 
However, . these conclusions .are gi:v_en 
with some reservations. In 'testing the · ma.joi; hypoth~se~ (1-A,-1-B) . . : 
. . \ \ . . .• - ' .· 
... . . t , ...... • r 
' class-treatment interactions occurred affecting achievement and 
.. 
' I 
". . ' . . · ~ p~e.!crence, · ~las_s II, with higher mean I. Q. than the· other, thr~e p~a.sries, , 
' . . . 
achieved science yrocesses better and.preforred learning in ~h~ . 
, • 
• lJ • ., • - - • 
unstructured style. Analyses ·of the effects of the othe~·varlables . 1n 
. ' . ' . . . . 
. the. study dld l!ot ~Xplai~ these inieract~~ns ~ ~ It is sus.~_ehed that. the 
I • * I 
interac-tion's ·are of .a higher-order ·involving some variables. not 
. .· ~ . . ·. 
' , ....... . 
investigated i .n "this st·u·dy. . However, ... a; significant inte~action of I, Q. 
, • G • 
. . 1' · . . • . . ' 1 • • • 
· an~ the -treatments on the preferen~e measure indicated that st·udc_nts 
. ~'\ , . .. 
·fr<:>m .a higli i.Q. gro~ping . pref_erred le~rni.ng ~n ·the ~str.~ctured_.,, 
. ' 
"learnirtg .~tyle while those from a lower I.Q. preferred a ·structured 
. . . " 
.. ' environi:Jent·. Such a result .~as n~t obtained on 'the· achie~~m.ent ·variable, 
The class· ... trea tment interaction affectift.g achievement · coul~ _' thus not be 
. . . . . . . 
~.explained- on the basis ~£ I.Q~ The ·ract ·th~t class II achieved 
... 
· ~~gnificantly· bet-ter j;.n. the unstruc_t~ed s~yle · m~y be due; 1~ ~rt, to 
. . . . 
J • • • • • • • 
. . a prevtous exposure to 'a l.earning appron.ch~ that is ' ~omeuhat unst~uctured,· 
·. -~~e . oth.er cia~s~s . rna~. in. ·fact~ ·h~'Ve . ·._gr~a te;r fa~ri ty with_ -~h·e • .. . 
.. , . . ' ~ . 
•: ' ~ " 
'· 
structured style~ ·No evidence exists to substcmtiate .this·. 
.\ 
;; ; I 
;· ,,_ .... 
\ . 
\ 
i.'t : . .• -: 
1q~ , .. ~ . 
- ~ .· 
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'·The question of whether students _preferring 'a 'particular 
/ -
· · learning -'style achieved significantly bet.ter in- tha.t style' than in the 
. . ' . " 
other ·was not given major copsidex~tion. However; analysis ~arried out 
. . 
indicated that student-s who preferrod,a p.:u-ticula.r learning style did n t 
~ ' ~ . 
·.achieve ei~ificant.ly better in that style than in the S'tyle not 
. ,. 
Nc inte~ctions of extravc_!sion·, neurotici&m, 'dependency and 
socioeconomic status with the treatments to affect stude~t . pre~rence 
o ; 
J . :for learning style uere obtained. 
The finding of null results. may be dtie, 111.. part; to the 
. pr~_sen<fe ·of ineasliretnent errors. F~r example. students may not ha.ve ,' · 
-
• 
realiked a clear differentiation between learning styles. Certalnly :the · • 
~ . 
. noyelty of the treatments inllk~s the preference 'data sone11hat unreliable. 
- ., . ~ . 
This was evident from·the· firs~ administration of the preference 
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. SUMl1ARY, CONCLY~IONS AND · rMPLICA'i'~ONS ·. • . ' 
. ~ . 
\ 
. I. SUN~IARY ) 
' . . 
• , 
The stud~ Has deslgned '·to deter;une' which of· two: teaching 
. . . 
a~proa.~he:!. prod~ced greate.r achievement of sci~nce ·pro~esso~ ·~nd trhlcp · 
I .· 
.. app~oach was more preferre~ by students. The study also attempted to 
•• determi~e if lnt.eractions ex~~ted be~Heen -certain personality ve.riablesf.' 
" . . . . . 
~ 
~tid socioeconomic .. st.~tus wi thr the learning styles 
a . · • .,.. \,... , . . J>. , • • • • • • 
\~~d. p~efe:r~~c~. 
~6 affe~t ) achievement 
...: ' 
. . 
~esenrch De~ign . . 
_, . 
' ' . . ' Two sets of -ac~ivities, ·one related to ba.l.a.ncl~g and anqther 
' . 
re1ated to density-volume, 'wer~. taKen ·from The Ele~entary Science . 
. . . . . 
C~icu~\un Study (~~ms) and modified to. :teflec.t a struptured. a~a· an 
' ' . . . 
unstructured learning style. T~ essential ·. cllfferimce betrreen these 
. ' . . 
.. 
'two sty,l,es, .. ~s- the amount .of t -eacher control and direction. ' · . . 
. . . . . 
:.~ Two grad~ six. class~S' f~~m .each .of two _ sch~·ols '".iere ~~l~~ted··~ ·. · 
·the main· part· of the experimep~. These classes were selected on the 
t' I • ' ' ' 
. ' ,,,J >. 
·' - .. ' . . . . ... ' 
. basl'a of no previous expo~ure to · p~cess oriented .c?ul;ses and from . 
' . . .,. . ~ 
. . comtilun.~ties ~hlch wou~d give a suitable socioeconomic status :z:ange •. · . , , 
' . 
·The clas.ses wer~ ·.q:dr.!inistered The Junlor Eysenck P.ersona.ll ty . Inventory 
' ' . 
and the Dependence Proneness Scale .prior to the 9onduct o~ the experiment~ 
. .. . . . . 
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· . The exp!3rimen~ was conducted over c; .two wee~t- period. Each cla:ss 
o o • • ' "' - o I o • • 
experienced b?th ·learning' styles' an~ engaged in bot~ set~ of 'activities~ 
The design· was :such. that th~ order of pres~nta tlon of activity, time and 
. . . 
lea~ing ·style ·lias·· counterbalanced, At the .· beginning, ~n(jE!nd ·or each ne~k 
• • • ' ' "J • • 
each cliiss \.ras given·. an achievement test related to . the activities of th& 
. ( . . . . . . ' . .. . 
. . week~ These achicver.Jent. tests were self-constructed and val,idated by six · 
~ , . . ~ . . . .. . . " ~ 
educators fami·lar with the process' s~icnce cours~, . At the end' of ·the two .. 
. • . . . . . ' we~ period a preference" in~trunen~ ' wa~ a~inistered to e~ch class •. . 
, 
' . 
. The achievement scores were analy~ed by a . multiple linear 
regress.ion technique, cont~olling ~for prevfou~ kno'l{ledga and the effects 
of I.Q. The. preference·~cores were treated by .cbi-~~uare analysis, 
. ~ . . . . . . . . . 
Findinc;s' 
. . . liesti~ts ' fro~ this investiila t~o~ show that trn:e.c of the (r~~ · 
~~ss~s achieved science processe& be~ter and preferred le~ning in the 
tJr 
.st~c~ured learning style~ 
j ' ' 
However, o~e class pr~duced~uperior· 
- . \ 
An interaction 
' ' 
·· ·of class and t~e~t~ents to affect achievc~ent · and. preference . thus resulted. 
I ' 1 , ' - • , ' , ' 
,· ' 
There was .no sign.lficant · ~·nteraction between I.Q, ~nd treatments 
~ , . ~ . ~ :~ . . 
to affect a"chievement. Hoii):ver, a .'significant interaction of 1.9-. an~ 
.. . . . 
. ' ....... . ire~trnents affecting student preference did result • . This ~ay .account for 
. . . ' ' · . . _.. . . .. 
. . . . . ,. . . :. , .;} : . . 
.the ~ il1tcractiori 1:>etHeen clazs and ·treatment to affect . preference since th~ 
.,- . .. . 
:- cias's ' whic~ p~eferr~d the unstructured· treatment' w~s . also the' c~ass 'of . 
higher average intelligence. 
•'. 
. . 
No.· interactions. p~ extraversion, dependency and, socioeconomi~ . 
. ' . 
. status :: with -t:he t:rca b ents 'to influenc~ ' achieve bent or pre'terence were . 
·: .,j 
obtained. A significunt inte'i·action of neuroticisn and the ·.treat ments tp 
o ' _ ,, I • ' • • ' . ' • 
. . influ~nce .ach~evom!3nt;" .. o~t not pref:erenc~ , resulted • . 
. ' . . 
I q .... : I . 
• I 
• I 
. ~ . ' · . 
• 
, ; • ' 
. . l 
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From the fi~~ngs of this study severaL conclusi~ns are :draw~ •. 
._r1 
1., ·s~udent~ achieved science sldlls· better in and indicated , · 
· , ' • e 
preferenc-e for a structured learni-ng style ,although s_ignificant . class-
~ • , - • • J 0 
treatment inte~tion·s ex.ts~, Such a result leads on.e to conolude that 
I ..: ,• t' -
a'learriing environrnen~ 1~volving substantial toacher direction and control. · 
. 
' l • "' • ~ ~~ 
provides a more conduc1v~· ·atm9sphere for the acquisition of process science. 
1r .. ~ ~ ~ , . • · 
. . . .. . . " 
Students, generally perfo~ better in: and favb:r;t a learning styl~ in which 
. . . 
. less initiative is required, for ~1~cove~ • . That is, gui~ed ~scoveX"J\ s.eems · 
•. . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . ·. . . 
· to be better .than unguided discovery in the atta,irunent of process sk,1Hs. 
, . . . 
2, The stated cbnclusion is drawn· with some qualif~cation. The resul 
o_f this. study indicate that t~e mo~~ intel;h~~~nt .stud~nts fav.or a learnlng 
. ·t , . 
style _requir~ng little guidance although the achieve.ment is irrespective 
. .. . . . . 
.... ·., 
. . - . . " .. 
of learning styles. It. is pos~ible ~pat· the more intelligent student 
. ... . . 
suffers less frustration in an enviro~ent in which he has to determine his-
.. . . ~ 
. . ~. ~ 
awn path. of solution than a qne in 'which he is led ~~- sue~ a solutioX:• ' · .. ; .. ; . 
1\ • • • • ' • · r •: . 
J. >:An interaction between neuroticism and treatments · to af'fect achieve-
• - ,. .. 0 • 
. I · ' • . .. ' • ~ • ~ • I 
.ment but not p:re~erenc~ existed.... Such . an int~racti~n: showed .that the ·more·.· .. 
. . .· . . \ " . ' .· . . 
~ .-. ~~~otic stud\nt achieved signi:hcantiy b~~t~r ini~ne s.truct~ed ;lea:t;ning 
: '. . . . . . . . . . :~ . ' 
. · , ·. · ~tyle. ·. One dou~6. sp~cula:te that the effe6t on ac!'liev~m~nt ·may be dtle to .. :~ 
·the need· of ·the more. -~eu;roti~c s~udents for a_ leartiing environment in Hhich 
the .chance of s~ccess is greater, A structured learning style ·would ·more· 
' . . 
" - ~; . ..... . .. . 
likely provid¢ this .nee·ded succeGSi · In view of -this "fin~ng; a dependency- ... 
. . . ;.. . . - . ~- ~..... . \ . . 
• ·.. - "' • ' - I • • , ,.II . ' • : 
treatment interaction influencing achievement .was expe~~_¢.d. : Such a resul~- . 
was npt obtained, .: 0 il • 
- • I'> • • 
·4. No s~gnifiGant i~era~~io~s~·bc_tw~en · extr~~ersitn, depende~cy, · 
SOCiOe.conomic' status and the learniqj; ~tyles He~· pD6duqe~ in .th,.is study,· 
""' . . . ' 
.J " . I' : . , ~ . . . 
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Results did not show a signif'icant interaction .betueen neuroticism· and 
~ . . ' . 
. . . , . 
the learnlng styles affecting preference. . On~ should. not conclude -.-that 
. . . . 
' 
.such interactio_n.s d·o not exist • .. The present· study 'is lirni ted in the·. 
short. duration of the experiment! A ~ore · extens~ve study r.my produce 
slgniflcant ' resu~ts. 
. .. 
. '
5. Achievement of process· skilis was . significantly better in. the 
. . 
firs·t . week th:m the se'cond week. Such a result Has contrary to 'expectation. 
One can speculate that the novelty and thus.the ~~tere$t · ~ecrease within . 
l . ·&l 
- .; . 
; .1fhc ·short duration of the experiment re~ing in lower achievement in ·: .. 
... 'fT • • ·, • • 
/.. the second treck. 
. . ' 
·. 
6. · St.udcnts from a higher intelligenc~ level achieved significantly 
. better t~n students from ~he lower int~lligcncc level. Such a conclusion 
.suppo:ts <.the accepted view of higher intellige_nc~ resulting in superior 
academic achievem~nt. 
. " 
· · 7 • Students · from the hisHer socioeconomic .level. achieved significantly 
better than _s~udcp,ts from the iC\iler· sociocconorriic level. Table IV shows 
' 
.a pegativc . ~o~rel~tion ( -0.1_0) :between soc,~oeconolilic -status and. intellig-ence • 
· on~ can ·on~y- su_g~~~t t~t s~ine _ o~her .inhere~t charact:ris~ic·~~ th~· 
students from t9e higher sbcioecononic level contributed· ·to superior 
. . ' ',. 
achiever.1ent, 
· . :· · III • . IMPLICATIONS FOR FlJR'l'HER .RESEARCH ·-. · 
. . ' . -~ 
. - ~ ~:~ · 
~ ,.,., . 
·~ .. - From the limitation· · ~nd re·s~lts of' this investigation a 
_. - . . -. . . . a· 
. \, . .. 
. of r~commenda.tion are offered ~or further r_esear~h.- -
nu!llber 
- '' 
': ~.- It i s .:?_u&;es tcd th:.it any . further stud~es ih _this area 
'" provide an c·xtendcd time fo'r the c·onduct of the experim'ent. A tu'o week · 
.\ .. (--, . 
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I ' sJdlls~ j 
2. It is reco~ende~ that. in further st.udles. related to 
s't~~tured ~~ un~truct~ed learning styles an analysis of teacher-
- • "' • I' 
st~dent classroom inter~ction be carr~ed out .in a pilot study:to as to 
ass~e a clear differentiation of learning styles. 
; 3• The de~elopQent · ~f process ·skills ,is hie~ar~al in nature. 
' . 
The. present'study, conducted ~ate in the sch9ol year, u~~d as the sampl~ 
. ' . . ' · stud~nts. with ·no ~reviou~ exposure to process science out of conce~. for 
' • ' • .J duplication of activities. Further 'extended research in this area' migh,t · 
. . . . ... 
' ' • . - . I • • ~ ., ' ' • t>' : 
consider students who have · Had several years experience with elementa\ry, · 
' . . '• ' . • 1·-· ' 
. . . ' . . -
. ' ~ . . . . . . . 
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. . . 
• I 
. To compare the weights of ··a book, a· pencil and two rocks 
without a balance. ·· · 
For each student 1 . • I · 
Various objccts ... ~as a ' book, a pe~cil~ . two rocks ('of 
· . abQut the same Height) • 
. . . 
•, . 
Instructions·: Pick ·up a book with one hand. and a~encil ~ith the ' other • 
WhicK is.hoavier? . •\ 
. . . 
'• 4$ 
.( " 
----~~----~~~-------- · Then put down the pencil and. -pick. up a rook, Hhich is 
heavier; the rock or the book? 
Now put do~m the book .and pick up the other r'ock. ~Can· 
. · ~ 
.. 
you ·tell which orock' is heavieri.· · ~ · · • , .. . 








' . . 
· The. dtfficul ty. of telling wh,l.ch of .. two . objeqts _is· he-avier : 
. by subjective mean?. 'when' they rreigh a bou.t the same. . .. . 
T_!1~- nee~.~~: an i~ltrut1ent (der ~rese . circumstanc·es • 
. ~-\~1'' .. . . . 
• I ~ •. 
. ' A:ctivi ty II f • : 
-· 
T.o ~ke a. number of bafa.n~es" , ·• 
. . 
·For· each pa.ir-of students: 
· Mate'rtals ~ihich students. may use to con~truc~': bahtnces.: 
121 ' rulers,-. hat pin (5"), . soda strarrs, ·cl!rta-in .rods, stiff" 
' wire q.nd "~:>lock$. · · · · · 
I;u;=truction;; Take two .-df-':y~ur 'books · and'·phce them about 3 .inches •ap:lrt • 
: .( · Norr ' put a ha t" pin between tn~· two books such that one end 








·. \ ; of .t~e pin is on one book and the .9ther end oii the other · 
book·. . Nou put your ruler at tf'le . 6 inch mark o·n the pin, 
ls · ~h~ ruler ba lap.ced? . _ How~do you k?oti it·.t; 
. : .. ~ . ~:a~~~!? yo~~ fUler and put i ~ ·~n . the- pin a'l: the·--5-;;in·c~ · ·. . : \ ·: ~ 
mark • . ··I~ yow ruler. balctnccd noH? _ , · · , .. · \ · · · : 
·, . : . / . 
, . • .. 0 
~ ...... 
. ~ . . ' 
·' 
• t . 
: 
' I •, 
\ ,. 
. ~lhy?· . . . . . \ . ~ · .: 
. . . Take the sod.1. straw· and pierc~ the pi~ · tprou~h i t rrher~ .y.ou .:·: , ·~ : · · 
· 'think is the Iii i,dd.~e of the s'brau. .Pla_c·e :the. pl,n Hi "th bot h . · 
ends on your· boola; as before. · Do you -think t he stra:rr; is 
·noH· b3.lanced? . · · Why? · · · · ' 
T<'7ke some . 9"t 'the other. thin' gs · you've 
· make some balances. . · -
r • 
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Discussions: ' 1. Estaba:'ishment ·of a. balan~cd co~dition~ · 
~ V I 
2. A seesaw balance.· . . ~ 
, .~ .... : "~~- ) •. Use of balance to w.e.i,gh .objecw as 1~ act:i:vi ty '. I. 
• .... , • 't ' 
' . 
1-}1. '• " 










. . ' 
. . 
. Ao:t.ivlty II~ . 
v · ,. -. ~ . 
" . ' • c J~,l-._ • • ' • • 
.To compare. ~he weights of obJects u.sing a p~gboard balance .• . 
' . ' . . . - . ( 
. . . 
. li'or each pair of student&r • · · . 
Pegboard"balance (~ssembled . and .balanced) 
Paper' clips · . · . 
Objects to be weighed with string attached. 
·A p;l.ece of wood, a big washer,: a rock. · 
' . . ~ :- . 
• J. • • • 
Instx:uctionss Put a paper clip· in ·hoie 11 ·8 on the left arm of, th.e pegboard ·_ 





r . • 
' 
the b3.lanco. Hj\ng one· ·of the·;rocks on one of the . paper clips 
. . and the piece of'~o~d on the.othc~ paper clip~ · Which .do you 
think .is heavier, the !fOOd or- the rock? · · · · · 
Now ' move the . clip to which the rock is attached to.the 
hole #.7. Which do you 'think is heavier now?. 
Move, the same · clip to hole ~~.;~. Which· do you -t.,...h":'"in"""'k,_,i,...s~-
heavier. now? . · · . 
·Using this balance it ~eemed as 'if the rock was hqavier 
at first but nmr it seems as" if the ;rood is heavier. · This 
· cam1ot ~ right • . It appears as if distance is i!llp'ortant . 
·when weigh'Cs 1arc -com:pa.re'd. · When the wiegh\,s of objects are ' 
. · compar~d usirflB this balance they must be a:! the same distance 
·from the center. · · 
- . :.: . .. «ow put' one clip' in hole .# 7 . of the right' arm 'and ~~oth~r 
clip in hole # ' 7. of the left arm. Attach the rock t<=> one'. 
and· the wood to· the oth& Which is •heavier? . 
Remo:v·e '-£he r.ock' and att~ a :big was_h;r, Which . is heavier 
the rock or the washer? · . . 
•. 






· .Then arrange l.h~ roc.ks, · the wood' and ·the washer 1;n ·order of · 
weight with. heaviest ·first .arid the' lit;ttest- last • . 
. 0 " 
. .: .. 
,. 
.. . 
{ . . ~ . ., . 
I• 
. .. ~..- . · . 
. . ~ 
. ' . '· 
•: 
• • • o 
·. ' 
• • 
. . ' 
~- . . 
•, .. . ' . 
. . ,. , 
• ' . .. ' 0 . 
When comparing-toe weights of 9bjedt~ using a pegboard 
balnnce 1 t i~ importan:t tQ have .the · distancel from the . .center 
equal. - , . . . . 1 
AI.· 
I· . 
,1 ' .. 
' · . 
.... 
. · \, 
,• 
. . 
' ' --· 
. : .· \ .. 
~ ., .. 
u... : I· . 
I 
' : 
. :· · '· 
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.. 
: . .. 
, .. 
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r h. Act~vity IV 
~ . 
. ' 'c. .. 






To find out what factors are impo.r~rit · Hhen . try~ng .-to · 
balance the ~rms. <?f a pegboard ,ba):ance. . · - .,.~ 
\ I ' o' 
- ·o 
For ~acn pair. of studentsr Materlalss 
-~~ 
_ A pegbQard balance .~ 
•. Paper clips · '\ 
•' 
/ 
I " : 
' ./' 
. ·. ' 
• 0 
._. .. Big l.zashers~ . . .: ,-
, . . • • . • r ' , • . , 
: Instruc"!.lion$:. ·.To a paper clip put .in the. hol~ # j on. the tlgh~ a" of ·. 
yonr blance han$ :t.hree washers. Put three trashers ~n a . 
. ' 
II',:.._, 
·J>a.per .clip and a~tac'h J-t t <>o t}:le left' a_rm,. s~ch ~t th.e · 
left and right arm balances. Note ·. that this: is similar :to 
· the-last ac1t1Vty. What -can you say about trying to! 
balance e~ual number 0~ washers~on each arm us~~g a 
pegboard balance? ·:---~~~~--~--:-·.~---.~-:-­
.Tp a paper clip pu~in -hole# 5 ~on t~e ~igHt ?rm ;of you~ 
, balance hang 3 washers. · Put .5 washers on a. paper clip. ctn.d 
a~empt to balance the right arm-'"' by ·putting \he clip in a . 
number of h.o~es in the left. arm. · Wh~re did the. · clip 'have . _. 
to be · put .in the left arm to balance -the right arm > • • 
·containing 3 rcashers in hole # . 5? . · . 
To a paper ·cUp 'put ·~n holE:l II 1 ·Onthe right arm ' of your 
. ; ·: .. 
. ..~·. ·'"< J,-' ·.' 
.. balance hang 6 washers.- Put 3 ·was,hcrs on a -paper clip and . 
· • .. attempt to balance the right arm by putting the clip in a · 
, n~mber of holes in ·the l~ft arm. Wher.e did the ciip have 
.. 
\ . Viscuss'ionz 
_..· ,' 
. to be put in' the left arm to balance the · rl1Ult arm -
conta'i.ning 6 trashers in.,hol;e· {I 1? . • 
What _therefore, are the · tuo -factors or variables that ·you 
look at when · you are· _tz·~ing ·to bal~nce tne . tHO arms? 
The need t.o- co~sid~~ bot~ Height and distance .when , trying 
~to balance both' arms of · a pegbQard ba~nce. 
• I • , • 
' " ol.!:l {. 
' 1 ·-
, ~' ,, ' 
., 
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Activfty V 
I · \. . ·. 
·' 
. Py.rposes To use a pe&board balance ~o ~ind ·out if there. is ' any . · · . 
· relp.ti.smship between the weight.antd .di?tanco.' on the right 
t · apn and. the •reight and distance· on the left 3;rm when these · 
, ·arms are balanced~ To :try some more examples . ~o .test this . 
· · ·· · ... relationship, 







" F~ each pair of 
Pe~rd balance· 







' • ~ J 
·. · ./1. Instructions: . Put 4 -'washers ~n a paper cii~ and · ha~g the . clip .through 
· . . ~- . · , · , . . hole # 4 On :the right arm of, your 'pegboard balance, 
•• • 1 · ••• • Try t .o bil'lance . the right ar·m. by ~q.ngil)g different numbers 
. . · · . _of washers to a . clip and .attaching to the left arm.· 
· .· . · ;.) '' .~omplete .the fo~lm.rin~-tal;>le& 
. ., . . 










Hole # #. of ·washers of washers 
4 ~ 
8 4 ·. ~ 
2 4 --,4 
., • I 16 4 - 4 
Re~~ve the· clip and washers f:som the .).eft arm of your 
balanc'e and, just take off th_e · rr~shers· .from the right arm, -
· Kee.p the o~ip .. in · hole II ~. - -in .lhe right arm· of your ·. 
. pegb_oard . balance .but .. this time·"..kcep changing. the numbers· . 
.. of washers .that you are attaching, as indiqated in the 
table belo{r, "Eaqh time y·ou .6hange the nu.~ber of liashers · 
: .on 't})e' right arm .try to ~~aJ1ce this arm by.,putting 4 : . 
washers on~ paper clip 'and Banging it from one of the holes 
· in the lef:t arm, • · . ~ · "' 
Complete• the fol],.owing ·table a · ~ · 
~· 
. : \·~. 
Right {Q;in . ' .Left Arm 
····, . # of wesher_s ______ . _- ~H~o~lo __ # ______ · __ -,t~\~w_o_r __ ,~ru~s~h_e_r_s ____ __ 
______ _.... ___ ·4, . . . . 4 : \ 1 
~ u, 4 - \\ 2' 





L • 'L . --~-· L'ook at. both. tables . .that y,ou ~owp}.eted. .J ~ . . q 
• .r~ . · · -·-·- What relationship can you· :?Ce p3t~1een thb: values of 'Height . 









v • ; 
. '(;in ·llash~rfo) .and l~ngt~ for the right, arm and_ ~~e- we~ght ~ (in nn.sher~)- !llicl' ··· .._ .. . •. 
· _ lengt~: t~e _left arJ!l'? '~ · _ · · ·o · . • · .- . . • • • · .. -7 · .. :- ~·-7 . 
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· , 0 
t 
.. 
I . , 
'; .. , 
•t' 
\· 
Take your'washers and. cllps'and sqe .if ~o':lr relationship 
holds in some more cases, Write the rela~ionshi~ which 




• Discuss 1om . ·~Reinforce the rela tic;mship·· o~ balanced c'ondi tionc, 
. · ~Establishment of the proper-symbolic represeQtative, 
\ 
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· · · . P!ll))~se ~.: · 
·, . 
Materials I 
. · .· .. ; ·· 
' . 
. ~ ~ ~ ' 







. { ~ 
··. ·,· .:BALANClliG :"' UNSTRUCTURED STYLE 
, . . . . 
' I 
. Act;iv}'I . 
~ 
' . 
. I - : 
I . 
~· compare the '1-Jeight.s· of a· book1 
without a balance. · · · 
. . . I 
'a 'pencil, and two. ·r~c~ · 
. 
ror .each student: 
Various objects such as a _pook, a ·_pencil, and two rocks 
(of .a"Qout t.pc sam.e ·weightr. · 
. . . . .. . .. 
0~ ;our·· desl~ 'yo~: ~i:ia. find th'e 'ob..jects listed above, . TrY to .compar~ tpe weights·· of the objects ·without using a · 
balanc~ , ·_ ;r 
··-
Activity II . 




To make a . number of·balances, 
. . 
For each ~i~ of·students. . 
Materials· ·Hhich · stud.ents may use to con~truct balances l .- · . 
12". ~lex:s, hat pin ~.5~) ~~da ·stra}'is_, cfurtai"n :~;ods, stiff: 
wire . and blocks, . . . · "-..:.;; . . -
. , - . . \. . . .· .. . 
On your des~~ you will· find the obj~cts· listed a"Q,ove ·. Tcy ·. 
and makEY as• many balances as you •can using ;thes; ._objecys. 
I 
,;/. • l 









\ . -~ .. ' : 
~ I') . .. ··-·-. ... , • • • •• • •• 
. : - . J. -. . 
To compar~_thc weights 
. ' 
of· ObJ~ts US_ing a .pegboD.rd balan~e. 
•' ~or eaqh pq.ir of stqdents: . .., · . ·· . · .· 
Pegboard balance (ai:fsembled and balanced) 
Pa~9r: c~~s.. ·. ·. ' ... ·· · 1 · · :· · •• J 
.ObJects to be rreighed with string attached. i · 
A p~~ce 0~ '!'fOOd,,. a big _wash¢r, a rock, . . ··; ··. 
~ . ' . . 
6 •" a 





Instn\ctions: .You are givcn .a pee;bcm;rd .b3.li{nce and two __ pape~ cli~s· which · _. 
: · ·,· · : · are to ~e put ·in th!'! holes __ of the ~lance arms on which you . 
i · ..... ., . are meant · to hang the .objects .listed' aboye; ·- . ' -
.. ·. : . Use th1:s b:llanc~ to~ ar.r.4fige' these obje~ts ·f'r.om the . he'l-Viest. 
· · to the ~lightest}! · :;· · · · ·' · · · · · · · · .. . . • 
• • ' • I 0 I ' • .,' I . •• • 1.1 • . 
' :\r,·: J ·, ~.. • •• .• ' •••• 
. . 1: . '• I . • -..\ 
. . ,y· {\. .. 
~ 
.. 
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.~ctivity: IV, ' ' . 
- C) 
·. 4 ~ · ~ ' .. 
rw:nose,a . To firid out 
balanc~ ·,the 
wha.t. fact.ors. dre l :mpot,:tant. whe~ 'tryi~g to 
ar.T.ls. of a pegboard balanc6, . . 1 ~· 
. . . . . t 
Materials r For ~ach pair of . st-udents I , I • • 
· , A .. ,pegboa.rd balance · . ·; ~ : "' f 
( 
· ~aper cl~ps · · · · ~-- . . . ~-
~ .. Big washers _ · , . , . o . 1 _ Instruc!4~; Using YPJ. P~e~oard bal~n~~. ~a:p~;- clips' an~ w,ashe~, try 
~_ · t9 balance the left and right arm of your pegboard bala~ce 
4 by putting equal ·number of w~shers· on each ·arm. Then try to . 
balauce the left arid. right side with unequal number of' ' 




' . ·\ 
. ' 
. . . . 





l/;lationship between ~he 1-zeight and distance off the right · ~m and the J-ipight and distance on tm:l:efL arlll ~:hen--thesa---'----=- -.:.-
arms are balanced.· ~ ·· 
I ' 
Try ~ sSme more . ~x~mples. to te.st_· this· relationship •.. 
' •taterials r. · • For.·· each pair · of' .stV.dentsr ·· .. 
. Pegboard . 'P?llance · 
·Big 'washers 
Paper clips . . .. .. ' i 
., , J 
' .Instructions: Using your llegboard balance' washers and paper c·lips>1 try· . . J 
to find otit if tnere is .any relationship bebreen"thcn weight : · 
- ... 
. ' 
• ;I I 
', 
0 ' 
, r , 
-. -4 
and length ·on· the right arm. and the 'ueight and le.ne;th .of .the· \ 
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ACHIEVEHEHT TiiiST 1 - BALANCING 
0 7 -:-~ 
• . 1_. ~oorc·· careful~y at the diagram be lou 




' . . 
\ 
• ' 
c::= . ~··-__.;..-----, ~.----·-r.;-----~--~-.. . 
. . ,. l .. : f . \ . . . 
1\ • B . c 
. . 
'; · .. · 
~. 
·. 
Diagram 1 shows a st.ic~ of the sa~e thicjmcss · aloi1g, . 4lso shown 
• is a , -wooden tria,ng~e. Check tho· bcs_t position for the block _.s.uch 
that the stick would .be ba"lanced·. 
A c / · 
B 
/) . ·-- .. c 
•' 
A- .. 





. '· .. ' 
" . 
. .. r B-· ----:-:.,.e-
I ~ · ... 
~ i : " • 1 • 
·.• :: c---.,--=-
· .. -:/ . :.:·\ 
~ ·. ~~~ ·. ~ D _ _, __ _ 
.. 
. 
·_· . . \:J:" 
. . 
. · 
• I • ' ,. . .. 
. r . •. 
'• 
. ·I ' . 
. I 
-. I .. # • r. 
. . ~ - . 
· .  .-: .. . . 
.• 
,' . o 




- .  
' . 
. . ' . 
•• 
· " , ', .;_,~-" 
a· . o.. · .. 
1 . ' · . . 
. . '~· 
. .... ( ·. '• 
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. I . 
Look carefully at · the diagrams beloH in which objects arci 
balanced 11l th the san~ size uei~ht~. ~ , ._:. ___ _ 8 
- .r~,~~~~r 
D •.~~ r IH'\ 3 'P 'Cl M:< "· v~ · \i-
(1· <: , • ... ' 
·Check whether you think obj~ct A .. or B ·is heavier. 
Object A " · · 
Opject B -----
. . 
o 4,. Look Ca.rofully at the diagi-a.ms below in which objects · are balanced 
with ~e.ights·. ·. · 
i -
' • . 
__ __ ::J 
·~ \ 
• DIA~h<11'\.·S 
. ·,, ' 
' . 
. ., . '~' .. 
. Chefk wheth~r you think obje.ct ~ or D is he.a.Yior • 
. Object C. · • .. • 




5· Look caref~.}ly ·at, the. diagram be~otr in which ttro objects are bala'nced .• 
. . ' 
L 
.. ' .. · '"' · 
.--P .... ~ .... 
.. 
" ~r b .. ~ .. 3 ·~ -~7-t . ~ . . . ' ').- I t , • \ I .. . (1 • 
' . 
' ·) ...... . -.• 
r ' • • 
. ' 
' 
• • • • ' J 
• ~ t:l\(\ q~r.~(\ 7 
. , , I . , . , . , 
. ·. · Und(lrline what . y<>ul'believ.c to be the right ansHer • 
...... ... h ... A-':i.s heavier th'in B · . . ··, .: . • · 
· 2. B · is ' heavier than A · · 
3 ~ .A and D nave the z a.:::e .wci·ght 
4. Can."1ot 't'ell fra::t infomation _.given . . 
' 
~ \ 
., J . 
,; : , 
., 
I 
_ ... ' 
' . 





• . ' I• 
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' _1 . I 
I ' ' 
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<- , •• 
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6 • . Look· carefully at diagra~ ·8\ .below. Check whether the .ar.ms are 
. · balaric~d or· not bal;*ed.-








. · Unbal9-n'ced ___ _....._ 
.7, 'Look caref~lly at diagram 
~lanced or hot balanced. 
9 below. Check whether 'the arms·. are 
; ' 
. :-n.( ~ .'' 
-. L.. ( q. ':l 2.. i : ,.,: I '2 • 1 . ~ . -!)" -~ : . 
-fr-r- cr';'-J· ·-·r·-~--..--•. - -,.., 
- -~ -~· --~•--- ··- _J 
. . 
~ . ·. . 
., 
. ~ . 
. . ·
f 
. ,. · .. . 
.' .. ·. 
• I , 
' • 
· Balanced ' . ·. Unbalance_d ________ _ 
. . 
8. Look carefully at diasram 10 b'elorr• .· . . 
. ;! 
. : ~· . ' . j 
. ' t" 
. ·-
.. 
L"FT ARI-\ : R.t<:.K\' AR.M. 
C:. 'i" 'f- ~ ::t ' I . I 2. .3 · '1; ~- . ~ . 





. ' "' .. 
·r , . <> • '• I 
. l>"t ~ <J-< C'lt'\ \ 0 
. . •, , I 
3 b 'ig washers· ·are hovked. on a R,:\per clip and pu~ 'in hole # § of' thc.a 
· left· arm of a p~gboard ba lance. How nany big t-m.~h~rs on a. : pa)?er clip 
• • - li2 I , I in hole·# 5 of ·the .:tieht a~:m are necessa1J' to balanca-·. the :l~ft? · 
I . .. ' ;. ~ 
. · " 






.. • 0 
. I . ·. ' 
' -. 
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. ,. ' 
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9. ·.Look ca~efully at the diagram bclcnr ~ 
lEF=T .hk!M . ·Fii~ttT A~~ .. - ... . 
'~ ~t- a z , , :z.. 3 * !> ~ ·_: ·. I • 
-. _ -~-c:::.t.:.:::.t.::.;,;~r·:~v--t~'~l'~-"~-- . _ ~ .. 
.·. % . . - . . , ... 















. - ' rJ •• - • . 
4 big washors are hoolted on a:_. paper cl~p· and put 'in hole # .5 of the: 
left arm of a• pegboard balance~ Horr nany bis uash~rs on-a paper clip 
. ;put in hole # 4 of the -right arm _are nece~ary to balan'cc· the left? 
Put your answer he:r~ 
• ' f ' • . • 
10.·.- Loo~ ca._refully at t~e; diagram ·~clorr. 
~ 
t.:err A P-M Rt,c'J(l\ A RV\1'· 
/ 
.. 
Gs . ~ 't, S '2. \ I i 3 It . >' , ~· 
' .· ..--.---.--.--~-,--"'- ---~--~-,--] ... ,.,., 
< ,___._. __ "'"_ --- ~-- ·~ • • ~ · - ·~ • - - :. •• ......:~ -
o / , • I ' • 
.. . . ' 






: ' . 
.I 
~ •, l .. . . . . . . . 
··- ·w~ere -would ypu hang· a single mi.she:t' 1n- t~he above di1(gram 
" in order to qalance the left. and :l::h(:, 'right . atl'ls? D~w .i·n the_ 
single . )Ieight in its _ p~opcr 'posit1on.'in the diagram. · 
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. - • . I' 
J:im and John.are using a la.dder as a 'seesaw •. Jim, who t.reighs 100 
poimds is sitting on bar 6 on the left side" of the center. John 
whcS neighs iso. polll}ds is: sitting on bir 5 on the right side of the · 
center. 'The righ~ and l~ft sides'Gare not balanced. To which oar 
does John have to povc to balance Jim .on bar 6?· • ·. ,, . 





• • I~ .... 
· · . . _.12. A studentr~r1ed tO" find the .relationship between · the weights of 
threo e>9zydc~s· A, D, C?:_nd C by using a. :pegboard biln.nc~'· Look at the · 
foll<W~ diagra~s ·and ~~rrite do:m what y1pu believe to be tpis · 
PI 
rel~t;'cMth~p. i.e. wh~ch object is heaviest, uhich. object is the 
---·- '- ---:--=-' _::::,lighte:lt and which· object: has a 11eigh'C ·.botHkcn the other · two? · 
. ~· <::?~d i-t~·-;;_-'=;:s - ;--:i~;4:~l~;~~ . . ·. -
. -. 
· . . 
, , f E 
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Put your ansuer here 
Hcayiest · 
Next --------~--­,L~ghtest.. __ _......_ 
' • I~ • 
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p tflGf-R i~ .I.Lf. . _ 
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' • • • & .. 
On _the left . t;~.rm ·o~ the. balance two washers and object A are hooked 
in hole # 2. · On the ri~ht aiw 4 Hashers are hooked in.'!shole # 4. 
The arms arc bal::ancocl, .. ·What _is the· weight ~f objoct. A ip uni tp of .. 
· . . Nashers? . -~ . 
Write your ~nswer . here . ( ·, ~ 
14. Look 
/ . ·. 
carefully at tiic dia.grcim be1o;~. ··' •, 
. ~ . 
t.E;~1' ARM. '. Rt&I1T A-Rif · 
' 0 • . . 
' . . ~E-~.:~~=~~-~-l-0-[~::_~:~~!;~~ii- . . 0 ~~ ' "'I l 
. , 
. OC>:n~~~i,:i . ·· · W>\SI4e-R5 









~ . 0 . j),~C-n~Ai"'\ I b • . a 
. Two . obj~cts are . hooi~~d on· .:pa.Jc~ c;tiP.. and put in hole~' It 5 of ·the ie£'t. · 
· arm Of a pegboard bc.Jlance . · Washcfs. are hooked on a. .. pip?r. 9li:p and 
put in holes of thet, rieht arm of I the ba lance.. The follo~r~_ng. · . 
infor111ation is obtained. ' .. 
· B . J ·.small _ uashcrs_ 
. • ' . 
; Underline wha.t you believe to. be 6qt:tect. 
~~ ' .. ,"' . 
Hol~. # of \-lasher s 
5 . , ' 
3·'. 
. .. 













: . i 
: ... 
.. 1. ·A ls ·heavier th.lrt' .B "' · . . . : ."·· · . . , '· · 
' \1' ,. . 
·. "2. B is. heavier th~i A · 
·w 3. ;A and· B have .. thc· sane wcignt 
. · 4; Ca.mtpt tell from info~r..ation _given ., 
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.• · b~g ·and ~smal~ · uashors. Rbf.or to : th~~ -~~ag;-an~ and table :· of. · 
. · ~nforma tion t ·o determine tpis t,-~la~ion?h1p,:~ 
_, ' 
• • 
.· . . " 
·. ·'. 
.. 
~ . .• 
I 
,, . . 
.·. 
•' . ' 
.. Ri(5ht'·A~r.t ' Left A'tm · · 
Object . . ·Hole# Holq # Sir.all ·~lashers· Large Washers 
.5 .. ·- ·. 4-. 0 ., .5 








The. 'Height of object A·= the lHii.ght of object B • • 
Write . what you believe to be the 'relationship between the 
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· .JJENSI'l'Y "!'V0U.l!·~. - .STRUCTlmED STYLE. 
.. ~ .. .. .. 
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I' ·~ , other liquids, · · l' 
• , · I 
• • J • 
Materiajis : ·:. E·~cti :pair of sjudcnts should hd.ve 
. 4 medicfne cups. of liquid ,. .. 







. ~ .. ;· {~ 
.· , ' •• f" 
'· "·~ .. , 
For the class - : . , · ''•·· 
. ' 
, paper tmzels · ·· • ~ ' · 
·. Instruction~• ::~:~:::t you have 4 meaiHne ~ups .of, 1different H<iul~s. J ..J, 
With yot\r.., .me~cine dropper,' place a drop of. the red liquid' . ·: 
into. eadfof~he other. liqJids, and Hatch to S~e wrether it , '· 
flba.t~ or ·sinks. Fill in the- folloHing table; '" 1• • 
Color •of' liquid What happens Hhen the red 
. ·. · _green '· 
liquid is put in ., 
J. 












~ 1.1 ' 







I • . • 1, When one liquid sinks. in another, ;rhat· does this mean 
in terms of the relative .. weights? W~t does "it mean · 
wnen it floats? · ' ' . 
2, If you put liquid A into 'liqui·d·.B and .it sinks, what 
' will happen · if you put liquid B into '1iquid A? ~ 
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P!rrposes To compare ~he ,density or- salt''and fresh ·water. · 
I < ' ' ' 
Mate~ialss Each pair of st1:1.dents . ~haould have· · ·/ 
3 medicine cups · i · I • • . -
... medi~ine dropper · ityxofoaru tray , 
For the class 
food color~~g kit 
paper toHels , · 














t. ·Instructions t Take .one., r.;~d;i.cln·: cup· ·of !'~esh wa t~r and one ·Of §alt.' - - '· 
· . . . . water, making sure that the same amount· of water was itr . ~ 




.... ' .. 
-~ 
. ~ 
...... . . . 
~ -=:,.. .... ~·~ 
·, 
; 






' . weight of the- Wf-t4r ln the two ~edici'ne c~ps? . . . -. · · 
Using your med~cine ·dropper, put one ·drop of red food . 
• .coloring into ~he ·medicine· cup of sa~ t ua ter. DO NQ!h 'STIR. 
• . !. Obsefve, what happens. Now put one drop of. read food 





Did th~ .• sarne thing h~~pen in both cups? hat do you . " 
..... think. 1-rould happen if you put a ~dp_ of alt water in · \ 
some . fresh.wate;r? .~·. ·· · . 
'Place a drop of the red-colored salt'wa.ter -into a medicine 
cup of clear, · fresl} water.· What happens? Is .it caused by 
the salt or the coloring? To find the anst-ter, .... take 
ano~her cup and put. into it a dr?P of ·colore4 !resh water, 
wh~t happens?. ' · ' · 
' . ,., 
. 
1. Does the salt .uat:er s~nk in fresh watet;? ' ~ 
2. Do eq_ual amounts of·salt and fresh wat,e·, weigh the 
. same?-. · ' • · · c: ', 
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· ·Purpose1 . 
Matt:!rialsi 
'I • r 
. . , ~ . 
' - . 
., 
. . . Acti vi ~;r III_ . 
. ·' ,.. . 
' 
. · 
. . . 
, : 
I I 
' . ' 
•' 
' ' · 
. '. 
. . 
1. , • • 
, .. 
. ' . . ' . '~ . . . . ~ 
'To deternline· -~f. there J.s a relatl.onship "be~"reen weieht 
and 'density.· . · ~ - . .·. - · ... . · · . · ··. 
~ ' • • • • • • • ..I 
' .. 
. ' I!' : . • 
Each pair of.' students should h~ve . : 
Medicine cup f~l <?f e~ch of ~he _four ba;sic 
Styr~f~~m tray · 
liquids 
.. 
'Nedicine dropper ' · ·' 
4' •=' ' • 
!,nstructions: Each of .the four liqttlds have bee? ,_,e-~ghed by th;f teacher 










. - \ .. ~ : 
Number of wa:shers. neqded . 
·'. 





' ·'' -<>~- . 
.. . 
. . . 
' . I .. . ...!' • : ~ • 
.. 
Discnssions 
. · · .~ . 
. ·! 
'. ' 
~ Using ~our medic.~ne · dropper, :pl,ace ·a' qrop of liquid IV'Ptnto .. 
liquid .B, Observe Hhether it· sinks or" floats. Do tbe same · 
· i~~~:.using liq~ld_ ~ an<l _~~~~ p_~t. _th~. ~~~s~l~s .. in ~the : -. 
~­,. 
? ' 
LHiu~d A. 1nto .. l1.quid" B 
. ~iquid A .into 11qu1a o 
Liquid. A into liquid ~t 
. , .. ;r . . 
1. What qoes it mean l:lhen one liqui.d floats on ,an'other? 
z. Why 'HaS it necess,acy SEo use the same amount of liquid 
"tlhen you tteigl)e'd them?- · ., 
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. ,. ·' . 
. : . .. 
: t' .. -
l. • } \, 
. . 
· . A_C.tl~i:tY J-Y' . 
~ ·- . 
• , 'I • 
. .1 ' 
. . :. 1 .' ..  ·.. ·· · 0 .. . 
To;,dc'scribe- ~hat: ~appens ;t _o, the volum c;,nc;l weight 'of. two 
. ' 
obJects· l_:lhen they ?IS . mi~ed to~e~her. ·. · · . . .. · 
• • • 4 • • • ,, 
Each pair of sttideht~ 
marbles 
. . BB's 
· .:·sand' 
















. .. .: 
Instructions: Place the BB' s in the bottle. l1easure the- he~ght 1 in the . 
· bottle, and not~ the ·weight. - · . . .- ·, . . .. 
·,. Now place .the mar_?l~ on_ top of ·the .BB's,_ and-mea-sure 
· ::the, total-·h'!:$ight and ~ote the ·weight. Put tl-je ·~esultf3 in ;~' 




• . .. '1 . , )' .. 
llB's · 
c 
marbles· and BB 's . 
Now mix ·the.1marbles and the . . 
. ; · · BB 'S .. . . , 
ma.rbl~s · and· BB • s . 









' . I l • ~ 
' 4 washers 
10 washers 
10 washers 
Now repep.t the sanie procedure using -the same amount ·of· 
BB's an~ instead Cf marb~es,•an '~~ount . of sand weighing. 
BHashers:, . . • Heig~~ t ·, Weit\ht ~ 
-BB's·. 
Sand and BB 's 
s·and a·nd .::BB' s 




- · . 
--:-'l 
Discussion: 
; ~ . I • • 
1. Is•the weight of the ·mixture c~nged·after ~lxing? 
.... . 
. ... ·. 
2. Will \he chanse$ in volume occur with all sizes ~r 
pa.rticl~~? . · · 
J. Is there any rel~tionship betweeft the size of particles 
and the amount. of. volume reduction~ .. ' 
- 4. Is this 'the 't~ volume'·? 
. -. . . 
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. ~ . 
' . 
.Purpose: . . · To· describe hotr· you would find the 'true volume' of 
a granular-~olid _a~d to de~ibe what· h~ppens' to-the 
" · :/ 'true .voiume' when~ it with another granular 
· .- colid, · · 
., 
' • ' I t• 
> Materialsc' Eacn 'pair of, ~tu"dEmts~uld _have 
, . · s:tyrofeam cup.) . . , .· . . 
,. • granular ;::;olids ( Beans and Stones .) . 
. . Jnedicina cu:p • . . • r 
. · ... 
styrofoam I tray · , 
- . ... ~ 
Instructions I :~~member the 'i~st. acti v;ity' where f,wo thing: -~~~e- mlx~d •. 




Now measure tne number of ~edicine cups of. stones you have • 
. Put the stdnes into the· st~ofoam ·cup., Find ·out how ntany · 
'meQ.icine cups 0~ water you must poUl:' ' :i,n E,?O "as ju~t to cov~r I 
the stones. Now subtract the volume of the water from the · .~ 
· volume of tho stones and you · wtll have the · 'true. volume' of. 
the stones. . 
Do·the sqme th~ng with the. beans as you did with the stones 
and -you will find;the 'true volume'' of the bdans. . 
You now knoH the 'true volume-' ef the bean,s and stones. Now · 
mix the beans arid stones ·and find the· • true volume' and 
compare + t ·to the . 'tru~. volume' of the o'bJec!'-1 taken .. 
separately. · · · 
• • 11 • 
. ,. . . ' . 
1, Does the Hater fill the spaces between the. stones better 
.than the DB' 6 · did in the last'· activity?. . .. 
2 •. Why : ~s water' a better .substapce to~ use jn finding the 
··' •true volume' than, say, ~BB's? · · ' . 
r. 
3. Is the sum of the true volume of the beaqs and stones · 
-the same as the .true volmile wliem they ' are niixed? 
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DENSITY -VOWl·iE - 'UNSTRUCTURED STYLE: ' . ' 
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Activity I .• 
-I ' e~ / 
I ' ' 
\ ' 
.. 
To. desc~ibe W~C\t happens Hhen liq~i~s a~e .p~ce'd in ot.her 
liquids, , .· . ., 
Materials:. Each pair of students should have 
4 medicine .cups of· 'liquids · · · · 
meilLcine dropper · c 
• t ~·· • ·' 
styrofoam . tray • ,. 
..r· " ! . . \ , 
.· 
' . - J For .. the plass .. 
. 
paper ~Ot-(c1s. .. 
• 
• I) 
.• newspaper~ I . 
. • • > 
· Instructions~. After o'l) 
n ·liquids, 




a.iriin'g a medicine' cup of. each of the :colored 
l.nd out whic~ of ~he • .' liquids \s 'the 'heav~e~t 
th~ 1ighte~t• ·. :. · 
. ' 
.. 
·.. ' . • - 1 • 
'\ ' ~
• 0 ,..,.- • •• 
' . . · ~ 
. .. 
. .. 
Activity II '9 
' To .c.ompare the density of · sq.lt a,nd fresh water. 









. · . 
' · 
. , t, 
• ' I 
. : 
.·~ 
· . Ma te;rials &· 
J i 
Each ·pair of s'tu9,ents should have 
3 meOicine .cups 1 • 





··styrofoam tray · ~ 
~ . 
• For the class ·:: i 
: .. food ~oJQrin~ ~ t-.. 
· · · ·.paper toHels . _ 
"\ .. . . 
newspapers 
. I • • AI 
/ 
· . : 
~·- ·: 
. . ' . ' . 
Instructionsa Usine; the na.terials, ·flnd out what happens when salt.. water 
· .,.. is mi"Xcd with fresh water, and.'try to find the¥heiwiest· or. 
'(.' Discussion• tho m~st dense,'- . , • ~· . . . , ~ ...,\. . ~ · ':.. "  
. . . ' 
. . 
' . 
. . .. 
. . ; 






• I . ·. 
.. ' . . 
. ,, 
.. ~ 0 
.. 
" : (J. 0 
.. 
, '• 
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.. 
Act1 vi ty III 
' . r 
.. 
. • . • 
. "' i· 
• 







' · . ' · .. 
:'\ 
" 
. , '"' ; . . 
. Purposes. · 
' ' . .. 











.. . . \ 
.. 
.  









. and_ density, · · · · 
Hater'ials1 · Each pi:lir o£. students should have 
··medicine dup of each of the. fqur. liquidS . 
eq ~1 arm balance ·· , 
· •rashers · . . 
'styrofoam tray . 
medicine dropp~r • .) 
. .. .. ~ 
I~struct.ions: .C.ompare' the; weight of ~tpe liquids· ·.t~ w.h~the~ or not~ 







, ... . 
•' 
. . 







.. , ,, 
Activit}' I'i . 
Todes-cr_ibe -wnat ~ppe~s t.o the . volume 
objects' when they are mixed .togethe'r"· 
~ ~ d • 
~ch 'pair of students phould have 
. . . .. 
marbles 
:B.Ji!· s . • 
sand · 
bottle · 




ana wei_ght o( two 
. ~ ~ . .. 
. ' 
.• 
·Instructions a CoL'l~re· the totat vo~ume of .a mixturo to' the ·sUm of the. ' 
volume of the objects, taken separately. • 
. . .. ) " : ' 
I • • .Discus~ion ,. 
I 
,. 
. or ' 
.. 
?- , '. 
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''I 4 ' 
. • .. . \ 
. . . . ~ . ,. . 
To· describe ho•..r you wo~ld f~d· the ~true volume' of a ~ .. 
grar:uhar' solid ~nd to d~s-cribe what '·hap~ns .tQ the 'tru'e 
I vc;>l~e' I when you mix it 'with another granular solid. 





- · · · ·~taterlalsa 0 "' • • Each -pair. of students should have 
l 





















. styrofoam .cup 
· ,graru.ilar solids (' Beans and. Stones .) • 
medic~ne cup 0 
~ 
. '• 
styrofoam t1"ay .. 
. . 
: ' . ( . . ' "": ~ . . . . . . . .. ~ 
.. Instructions1 Usi'Ilg "Hater, ·instead of BB's .like· you did yeaterday, 
find. the 'true volUll\e·• of the s.tones and beans. 'Then 
compare· .the stim .of the ·• tru.~ · v?I:umes '· of . the s :t'cines. ancl ' 
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. ' ·AcHi~vE~·mN.f rssT· rr - ·DRNsrn ANn zuxTUREs . • 
. . ... · . ~ ~. 
Students are required t~ put a. check mark ( v) in the . s~ce before: . 
tpe answe:r . o:f tbeil.' choice, . . / . o . · '\. • : 










..B- r I 
c. · . 
In the :pietur~ .you so~ t"ro~ ~-~rs ~f 'liquid. • The pbje~t fn eacp . jar 
is the s~me sizg and w~ic;h~. 'un~.h o:f ~~e f~llo;.ring could you say 
_about1the dif~_~renco bet;zcep the;;.~iqni~ in Jar A and ,B? 
1. Liquid ln jar. B 
==~The 'liquidtf arc 
. . ~ Liquid in jar 'B 
:ts hca; ier . than liquid in A. 
tho s.a~e in both Jars ' 
is lighter th-:~.n liquid in~-










• . . ! .. . ;rf' ;the object i:n Jar. fi :.were removed and placed int~ another jar, 
whlch _we can call jar· C, an:d the object sa~}t, 1,1e could say t~t. 
r , . ' 
.. .. . .. ' , :. .. . . ' . .. . ., 
1. The ob~ect ·in ja-r c, is. hea.vi~r than obJebt in l3 
--2 •. The Iiquid in jij,r. C .migh.t obc. the same as in jar A 
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If the·r~ ~J l cup· fuli of red. liq.uid a.nd 1 
·•:- · conta:i.tters sho\th in the diagram, then from cup full of bl.ue in the -1ooking at ths diagrcim · 
, · I 
. you can say that ' . . .. . . . . 
# f • l ,. . . . . ., . 
·1: ·The biue -liquid is denser 'thah the rea ~ 
-_ -_ ...,..._ '""'2. Equal amoUn'"ts of the tl-rO i:iq_uids are not the s~~e 





















. \, . 
_If. you have a..,.~ar, like in :tr.lJi dia~~m, which. ha? _some mo+a~ses · · 
ort the bottom j\.nd, ·some Jrater on the top of the _molasses, Hhat ·do· 
you. th nk would happ~n if you placed an object,- ·that · 't{a~ Just. 
heavy nough ·to sin,It in t~e ·water, in the jar? · 
... 
. . 
It 'fleuld sink in the uater ~nd in the m"blasses. 





' ' . 
_ ____,3. It1 wouldn't sink ip either ·liquid ' 
• I; , 
( • I ~>~y· . 1 .' ~ 
• ' 
I ' 
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_In ~h; diagram , ther~ are tw9· ·jar~ of fr~sh .?water~H~ th . a .peanut a i: 
t.he bottom. of. each Jar. ·The peanut is JUSt hea.v enough to sink · 
in .fresh water. If you pour some salt into jar , wha~ do you · 
think will happen to the peanut' in that jar? . · · · · 
I •• ' IJ ' , • • ' ., • ~ 
.. .. ' . 
. 1. · It will rise to the s\u'fltce ' 
----'-. 2. It ·will stay on the l:>ott'ora of ·the jar ·~-· • 
__ .3 ~ .tt will flo~ t' .. np and doun • . ' 
0 ' • 
4 
When a river flows irrt;o· the ocean, the· river. water will· 
.. 
1. sinl~ as 1 t :x;-eaches the ocean · . . I. 
.. 
.. 
! . . 
. : . · 
. .;, 
. .. ~.. 0 
' ; 
r • \_, ·. ' 
~ . . . 
. .. ... ~ .... 
) 
·. 
' . ' . ~~· ·.")·. 
: ''t"'< ' . J .:\,. II l'.• ... 
. .' · . . 
- ~ 
,_ 
---2.; run along ·the 'Beach. near the mouth of the river 
--~.J· float on the ocean uater 11ear the nouth of '1-'t,he ·river 
( 
' . . ~ ' 
. . 
• c • ( People . who go ·swi,mming knou tha:t· :itt is easier to fltJat· in salt 
water than it is , in fresh wa te~. This is because ~ 
. . . 
1. the '(salt H~ ter is tplaker t'h~n. the f~·esh water 
--2. the salt· 1-iater is denser than the :fresh water 
). tho salt wate~. is lighter tl'i'[n the· fresh rrater 
---" . , 
\.. 
/ 
.' Which of .the above. is the best 
, . g 
~ubs.tance? 
· f~ Bal~nce . 
---
_ __:..· ~2. Sc;r,e.en 
__ . _,3 l ~Measurin~ Cup . 
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If you have a vial with 1 - medicine .Cllp :olr1ater in · . tt,. as in dia:.e;rci~ · 
o I .. • o ... ') \ 
. A, and then put sooe· sand .in it bringing th~. level_ -of' the water up to 
I - ... I . ' 
· _·2 me~c'ine cups, as in diagram ::S1-what. is the ~:t;U~ · "fOl~me of. t,h~ 





..!---....:..-1• J cups 
--,.....~· 1<~ cup,.· 
__ ···'""'3. 2· cups 
J. 










,.· !:. . 
.. 
. . ~ 





You ~il~o~e from the diagram that. even thougp ob;ect~ A 1s, mllc~ 





. . . about the. density -of A as com~red to B?. · , . 
· ."''. 
·' 
", -· . 
___ 1,. A is more den~e 
2~ B· is mor~ · dense 
. ' . . 
than.B .'· 
than A· ___ ...; 
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If· yoq _have a .container. filled u~o ' the spout· .~ith water~ . anu 
you ~ben J¥ace a rock into the container, some of the'rratcr will 




. can you say ~bout. the ~olume•of the rock ~ithrespect to the~. 
collected water? - · · _ . · ' 
~ ' . 
·· _1. ·v;l~ of the rock is more thim th~ volun:e of· the._.. w~t~ 
, _ 
' . 
, • •• 1-
. ' . 
l., e COlleCted I , ; ,_ 
• . .. . 2;. volum~ of the rock is the same as/ t~e volume of the 
water collected· . ~ ! ' volume of the ro,ck is less .tnan the volume of the 1-1ac)tcr \ · 
. . : ~o~llected ·. ~ /,j. '· 
" ._._12.: L~olt .back <1t. the dlagram -in num~er_ tC ·what&ould happen to the 
' volume 'of the water. in the little container, if you-had used an 
obJect .. tnat . wq.s the same size,· but much. dense~? · 
. .. . . ' . . .· .' . . . .... . ~ . - . 
:·. ·-. , · . · .1:.; the vo:f-tu:le •of the water ~ohld· be the same 
, , ~2. the yolune of the ·~ater would be more • 
r .... r-; . . the vol\lr.\e ·of the wi1te; would be less . ·· : 
< • • ' • •• / • " • 
•' ~ I I ' 
.. ' -·_. ~ ~). Look. back at t 'he diagrar.1 iJi nur.1ber 11 again. · If .you ha.d weighed · 
'the water .in the· small cdfitainer, · ana weighed the rock, which of ' 
the fol·l.owfii'g cpuld be' said, about. the ueight o:f the' ··uater ancf the. 







· __:__1 • . th~ ,..,('light of. the_ H~ter is1 more. than the -..reight. of lhe 
· ro~k . ' : . .. 
_2. the .weieht of-the water is the sai:e as the weight of;;; the~· 
roclt. ' . 
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·r.-· .. If yo~ measure out 4 cups of peanuts and put · t~cm into a container· 
, as~shm~n tn the diagram, and you know . that ~ 11true volume" of . . . 
the peanuts' is only 2 C!lps·- ·hoH much water ~st y~m pour into . )1 
:- .the. C<?ntainer ~o just cover the peanuts? · · · 
.,: 
... , . 
·1, J ~~ ~ ' 7 '1 111 cups t.~, I 
·21. 2 cups ~ 
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Now. instead·. of. peanuts, suppose you • had 1 large. candy, The "true . 
. volume'" of the candy. is 2~ cups, I~ you now popr into the coh'l;.aiper 
2 cups of ~ater~ what .~ill the total volume ·of the ~ixtur~be? 
' • . 
4 • 
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